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Hawks
don red
and white
KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER
On the afternoon of Jan. 22, five
hockey Hawks escaped the -20 degree Celsius weather and took to
the skies to fly to Erzurum, Turkey to compete in the 2011 Winter Universiade, otherwise known
as the XXV Winter World University Games the equivalent of the
—

NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTOR

The Cord attends the annual Laurier Musical Theatre performance
Arts, page 11

Fall reading week debate
stretches nationwide
Laurier committee meets to discuss weeklong break; may mean cuts to O-Week
ALANNA WALLACE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
A number of Canadian universities
are now toying with the idea of instituting a reading week during their
fall semesters in order to improve
the student experience.
Although the change has not been
without resistance at some institutions, the overwhelming majority of

feedback regarding the implementation ofthe weeklong break has been
positive.
The Ryerson University student
senate passed a motion on Jan. 25
to shorten their fall semester in order to make room for a break for

students.
"The argument can be made that
there is space for a break because
we have a longer teaching semester
than most other schools," said Liana
Salvador, vice president: education
for Ryerson University's Students'
Union.
"So the move to 12-week

semesters in order to make space for

a break is a pretty legitimate one."
What makes creating fall reading weeks difficult and unique for
every university is coming up with
the days to give students' the time
off without cutting into required instructional time.
"Every institution had different
realities when it came to creating [a
fall reading week]," said University
of Alberta (U of A) undergradu-

ate student president Nick Dehod,
whose union is holding a plebiscite
to ensure student support behind
beginning their fall semester at the
end of August to account for a reading week in the fall semester.
University of Ottawa (U of O)
students experienced their first
fall reading week this past October; registrar for the university Eric
Bercier explained that creating the
break came through eliminating
days during the fall exam period and
the special "University of Ottawa
Day"and taking one day from their

orientation week to create the weeklong period mid-semester.
"It was really a combination of
finding a few days here and there,"
explained Bercier.

Options for Laurier

For Laurier, whose schedule currently includes only a reading week
in the winter semester, registrar
Ray Darling explained that instituting a fall equivalent has been up for

discussion.
"There is a small committee on
campus that actually met yesterday [Jan. 24]," said Darling. "When I
passed the academic dates at senate
last fall, a couple of issues came up
with the fall [semester] and one of
them was the question of a fall reading week, and the other was around

have to be cut and OrientationWeek
is one ofthe places the committee is
looking. Darling explained that discussion at the meeting also turned
to implementing a long weekend
break instead of an entire week.
"Other universities like Waterloo start their classes on the Thursday after the Labour Day and have
a shortened orientation period, so
those are things we're looking at
for Laurier right now," said Darling,
who said the committee is in communication with groups on campus
such as Residence Life to determine
the value of a weeklong Orientation
Week.
"We've been happy with our longer period," said Darling ofLaurier's
O-Week, "But realize we can't have

Olympics for the best university
athletes in the world.
Men's hockey captain Jean-Michel Rizk, former women's hockey
captain Andrea Ironside, as well as
current goaltender Liz Knox, forward Candice Styles and defenceman Alicia Martin will all represent
Canada in the 57-nation games.
Included in the Universiade are
sports that Canada hosted in Vancouver one short year ago in the
Olympic games, like Nordic skiing,
speed skating, curling, figure skating, ice hockey and snowboarding,
among others.
Knox is no stranger to throwing
on the maple leaf, as she suited up
for the national women's under-22
team in the 2008-09 season.
"It's a really unique experience,"
said the goaltender. "The under-22's
have a multi-nation tournament
but this is the whole world, with an
athlete's village and an opening ceremonies and everything."
Ironside is one of only six returning players on the women's squad
that won the gold medal in 2009
with a 3-1 victory over the host

Chinese.
Any advice for the newcomers,
Ironside?

"Just take it all in, one day at a
time. Don't take anything for granted," said the former captain.

Sports, page 18

44
The under-22's have a
multi-nation tournament but this is a whole

world, with an athlete's

village and an opening
ceremonies and every-

thing."

both."

orientation."

Darling explained that to creweek at Laurier
whose scheduling is already very
tight, unlike its winter and spring
extra days would
counterparts

—LizKnox
Laurier women's hockey goaltender

ate a fall reading
—

—
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Bag O' Crime

This Week in quotes

a

Assistance Call from Public

Alarm

I just think the world of

all seven kids that came
over and to have this

Location: Arts E-Wing
Date: Jan. 17,2011 (a) 11:46 a.m.
A burglary alarm was activated as
coming from classroom IEI in the
form of a console alarm. SCS attended and discovered a class in
session. Cause ofthe alarm is

unknown.

happen to them now

Unknown Call Requiring
Police

after everything else
they've been through is
just wrong."
-Garyjeffries

Laurierfootball coach re:former Waterloofootball players being unable to play
at eitherLaurier or UW next year

"Where women see the chance to make a difference, they will."
—Ginny Dybenko, dean ofSBE, re: women's ability to make goodleaders
"It becomes very difficult to do something different... you're disciplined for
not beinglike everybody else."
—Helen Ramirez, re: the pressure for women to conform on a tight-knit campus
"Ontario is unfortunately sitting in a situation where we are paying more in
tuition fees than any other province and the government is also contributing
less per student than in any other province."
Ontario Undergraduate Students Alliance (OUSA) president Meaghan Coker
—

Reported: Jan. 23,2011 @ 12:46p.m.
Two females were observed by
Wilf's staffremoving coats from the
coat check room at the Turret without having coat-check tags. At this
point it is unsure if they are the legitimate owners ofthe coats. The
females are known and a special
constable is investigating.

Location: Emergency Poles
Date: Jan. 18,2011 (a) 7:20 p.m.
The SCS Dispatch Centre received
a number of calls from two different emergency poles across campus
with no one answering them on the
other end. SCS officers were unable
to locate anyone in distress in the

By-Law Complaint

immediate vicinity. Believed to be
prank calls.

urinating on the vehicle. SCS officers located the responsible party a
short distance away and a 19-year-

Unwanted Person

"It was just extra days for kids to party and get drunk and stuff and we've
been happy with our longer period but realize we can't have both."
—Ray Darling, Laurier registrar re: otherschools shortening their 0-Weeks to accommodatefor afall reading week

Location: Turret

Location: Science Building
Date: Jan. 21,2011 (a) 4:13 p.m.
SCS was contacted by a faculty
member that a 39-year-old female
had been attending classes for the
entire winter term without being
registered. Once located, the student will be charged with trespassingand barred from campus.

By-law Complaint
Location: 232 King
Reported: Jan. 23,2011 @ 2:50 a.m.
Special constables observed a male
urinating against the wall at 232
King. The individual was issued
with a provincial offence notice and
sent on his way.

What would you
think of Laurier
having a fall reading
week?

Location: 232 King St. N.

Date: Jan. 19, 2011 (a) 2:21 a.m.
A SCS dispatcher monitoring the
CCTV cameras observed a male
standing in front of one ofthe
marked SCS parked cruisers in front
of 232 King St.and appeared to be

"Oh yeah!"
-Lindsay Barras
Fourth year biology and
chemistry

old male student will be sent to the
J.A.C. for his actions.

For the rest of Bag O'
Crime, check out

thecord.ca

Ifyou have any information regard-

ing these or any other incidents please
call 519-885-3333 or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS. The Bag 0' Crime is
submitted by WLUSpecial Constable

"I'd definitely be in. I think
that would be awesome."
-Matt McNaliy
Fourth year business

Service.

From the archives
5 years ago

"I don't think my liver
could handle two reading weeks."
-Jenny Snider
Fourth year communication studies and history

Grits win K-W, lose Canada
The federal election resulted in a minority win for Stephen Harper and the
Conservative Party. The Tories dethroned Paid Martin and the Liberal Party
with 124 seats in comparison to the 103 Lißeral seats. Andrew Telegdi, Liberal MP, reclaimed his seat in Kitchener-Waterloo with 46.84 per cent support, making it his fifth straight term in Ottawa.
Printed Jan. 25,2006
10 years ago

Brantford campus gets classed up
Two years after its inception, the WLU senate approved a new honours program in contemporary studies. The change was well overdue as second-year
students at the Brantford campus had been unsure of whether they would
have to transfer to the Waterloo campus in order to complete their degrees.
Also approved by the senate was a minor in Indigenous studies as well as
two new contemporary studies courses.
Printed Jan. 24, 2001
20 years ago
New dorm on budget
The new Bricker Residence was projected to have a completion date of Aug.
15, as was announced by the Laurier housing director Mike Belanger. Cold
temperatures and snow had caused some delays on the building process, but
Belanger mentioned that the project was running under budget.
It was announced this week (Jan. 25,2011) that the mortgage for the building
has now been paid off.

Printed Jan. 24,1991
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"I'd love it. I'm in for that."
-Kody Robinson
Third year political
science

The staff ofThe Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical conve"^?nS ,
a
journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred,
at are
error shall be acknowledged promptly. When statements are made
critical of an individual, or an organization, we shall give those affect
requires
opportunity to reply at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism
o
impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance
by
conflicts of interest will be avoided all staff.
The only limits of any

newspaper are

those of the world around

Cord will attempt to cover its world with, a special focus on Wil

The
un

University, and the communityof Kitchener-Waterloo, and with a sP ec'
Ultimately,
to the concerns ofthe students ofWilfrid Laurier University.
man e.
Cord will be bound by neither philosophy nor geography in its
and freedom o
press
of
the
to
foster
freedom
obligation
The Cord has an
enco
speech. This obligation is best fulfilled when debate and dissent are
The or s
aged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
tact with the student body.
of neither
The Cord willalways attempt to do what is right, with fear
to act as an age
sions, nor retaliation. The purpose ofthe student press is
newspaper.
so
the
affairs
of
our
awareness,
social
and shall conduct
Cover art by Alex Watson, Cord Graphics.
,
Quote ofthe week:
"Igot all fired up at dodgeball and then you expect me to come

make a filchingpaper?I don't want to dothat!'
-Award-winning Sports Editor Justin Fauteux.
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Few women come
forward for WLUSU roles
Campus leaders respond to reality of only one female
candidate for any students' union role in election
BREE MANTHA
LEAD REPORTER

SAM OTOO-APPIAH CORD PHOTOGRAPHY

Competitors cheer during the JDC opening ceremonies Friday.
Laurier was name "school of the year" for the second year running.

SBE hosts biz competition
ALANNA WALLACE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In its second year of competition,
JDC (Jeux de Commerce) Central
was held this past weekend at Wilfrid Laurier University in conjunction with the school's centennial
a point that was highlighted during the event's opening ceremonies
—

Jan. 21.

"It's unbelievable, I can't even put
it into words," said the School of
Business and Economics Students'
Society (SBESS) president Aneesh
Lai ofLaurier hosting the event.
JDC Central's theme this year was
"Celebrating a History of Success,"
in honour of Laurier's hundredth
anniversary.
"JDC whether it's in the east
the west, central, is always one of
the best competitions for business
students across the country," Lai
said.
Lai explained that there were between 30 and 40 Laurier students
participating in this year's competition, dispersed throughout six case
teams, a debate team and an athletics team.
Laurier students were chosen
through an application process carried out by two JDC captains who
were appointed at the beginning of
the year.
At last year's JDC Central", hosted
by Ryerson, Laurier won the "School
of the Year" award, an honour they
recaptured during this year's event..
"They worked so hard practicing
since November, five to ten hours
eveiy week and it really paid off,"
—

said Lai.
Speakers at the JDC Central
opening ceremonies, held in the
Schlegel Centre Atrium, included
dean of the school of business and

economics Ginny Dybenko, whose
message to contestants was simply,
"work hard, compete fairly and have
some fun."
The competition includes six
academic case analyses, which test
students' knowledge in a number of
areas ofbusiness, a parliamentarystyle debate, a sports tournament
and a social competition. The annual event is supposed to reward
well-rounded business students by
testing their school spirit, teamwork

and academic abilities.
The sponsor of the event, the Certified General Accountants (CGA)
of Ontario, had a large presence at
the opening ceremonies. CGA business development manager Erin
McDonald and campus recruitment
officers Dan Allison and Catherine
Millar all spoke during the opening
ceremonies.
"We're happy to be here to support the academic excellence and
encourage teamwork and leadership," said McDonald of the CGA's
involvement.
Capitalizing on what hosting JDC
Central means for the Laurier business program, Allison, a Laurier

alum, said, "[The school is] showcasing everything they've done over
the past couple ofyears really developing the business program to the
level it's at now."
The next JDC Central case competition will be hosted by the Sprott
School ofBusiness at Carleton
University.
"Now that we've won two years in
a row they're going to have to work
hard to keep that energy up," com-

mented Lai. "We had the home field
advantage next year it's all the
—

way at Sprott so we're going to have
to make sure that the spirit of Laurier reaches all the way there."

At a university boasting a female
student population of 61 per cent,
that only one candidate in the upcoming WilfridLaurier University
Students' Union (WLUSU) election
is female has left some scratching
their heads.
The low turnout offemale candidates is actually nothing out of the
ordinary forWLUSU. In the past
decade, females have not once outnumbered males on the board. In
fact, men have often doubled and
tripled the number ofwomen.
Jenny Solda, a third-year business major, is the lone woman in
the 19-person race for board of directors. Solda, having already spent
a year on the board, said she does
not see her gender as an issue in her
position, although she added that
other women may find the seemingly male-dominated organization

daunting.
"I think it might be a little intimidating ifyou're a girl looking onto
the board and there are only one or
two girls already on it," Solda told
the Cord, "But once you get to know
your fellow directors, it doesn't become a contributing factor."
Women and gender studies professor HelenRamirez believes that a
barrier does exist and that women in
student politics need to recognize it.
Ramirez expressed thatfemales
may be hesitant to be vocal or ambitious in a business setting for fear of
being seen as vicious. "In any leadership r01e... they're seen as bitches,
as arrogant, aggressive, and too am-

bitious they're not 'good women.'"
Above all, Ramirez feels that
...

women are socialized from a young
age to not strive for power. "There is

STAFF WRITER

Effective Feb. 1, Megan Conway
will be the new director of the Laurier Centre of Community ServiceLearning (CSL), an established
program that encourages students
to get involved with the community

in brief

academically.
"I will be supporting student involvement in the broader community and looking at ways of building on what they are learning in the
classroom through either community placements or community based
projects," explained Conway. "My
role is to oversee that partnership
building between the university and
the community."
Conway, along with other associate directors and co-ordinators, is
hoping to expand CSL from its roots
in the psychology department to offer course opportunities to students
across different faculties, as well as
create learning communities in residences and with international exchange students.
"She would like to look at ways
in which we can grow community
service-learning as an integrated
-

ELLI GARLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Wilf's sign returned

As reported in last week's Cord,
the wooden sign from outside of
Wilf's, valued at over $5,000, was
stolen overnight Jan. 15. On Jan. 19,
three unidentified males matching

the descriptions from surveillance

footage ofthose responsible for the
theft were seen carrying the sign

down University Ave. Confronted
by a Cord photography manager,
the three posed with the sign before continuing to Wilf's, saying
that they were "on a timeline." The
sign was left by the pub's entrance.
There has been no word of arrests or
charges as ofprint.
—Compiled by Mike Lakusiak

different... you're disciplined for not
being like everybody else."
Aside from acclaimed SBESS
presidential candidate Dragana
Savic, women do play a significant
role in the Laurier community. All
WLUSU service coordinators and
VPs as well as many members of
the university administration are
women.

Christinia Landry, the current
president ofthe WLU Graduate
Students' Association (GSA), said
that from her own personal experience, undergraduate females may
feel afraid to fail when it comes to
politics.
"I think that women tend to not
put themselves out as much as men,"
Landry said. "A fear of failure is very
much relevant in young women
today."
Landry, who is currently writing
her dissertation on feminism, admits that she would not have had
the courage to run during her undergraduate years. "I was very unsure
of myself," she said. At the graduate level, however, there is more
balance. "Our executive is evenly
weighted," she said of the male-tofemale balance within the GSA.
Ginny Dybenko, the dean of the
school ofbusiness and economics, also believes that a lack of selfassurance is a contributing factor
to the lack of women pursuing such
paths. Dybenko stated that women
naturally make good leaders. "We
have the creativity... vision is not the
issue and we are natural communicators," she said. "It's not the ability

to lead that's lacking."

Dybenko, who has over thirty
years of experience in a male-dominated business world, said that the
key to integrating more females into
business and politics is mentorship.
"I task every single woman out
there to take on a protege," she advised. "Give them a little advice from
the experience you had. I do a lot of
mentoring, but every time I mentor,
I say, 'the price you have to pay is, go
out and mentor someone else."'

Female directors
on the board:
2009-10: 5/14**
2008-09: 5/14
2007-08: 6/14

2006-07: 3/11*
2005-06: 3/13*
2004-05: 5/14*
2003-04: 3/13*
Female Chair, Vice-Chair or
VP: University Affairs
*

Female President and CEO,
for the first year since 1992-93
**

FIORELLA MORZI GRAPHICS ARTIST

New Community Service-Learning
director aims to expand program
JUSTIN SMIRLIES

News

a 'Laurier look' for young women,"
Ramirez remarked, noting that females need to work hard to not be
marginalized in a community as
small and tight-knit Laurier. "It becomes very difficult to do something

approach in Brantford and in Waterloo," said David McMurray, VP of
student affairs. "She'll be working
from an interdisciplinary perspective so hopefully every student has
the opportunity to take a servicelearning course."
Students involved in CSL courses learn the theory associated with
social justice,community relations, civic engagement and global
citizenship.
"Essentially making meaning of
the knowledge you learn and applying it to the real world," McMurray
added.
Since its inception in 2006,
CSL has secured funds to develop a complete centre devoted to

service-learning.
Initially starting with about 400
students, CSL has grown to approximately 1,500 students, with
about 900 in Waterloo and 600 in

Brantford.

McMurray is optimistic about the
increasing number of student volunteers at the school and those in
CSL placements. According to him,
Laurier ranks high on the national
survey of student engagement.
"Laurier students are, for the most

part, very active and engaged in
volunteer activities," he explained.
"Anywhere from 70 to 80 per cent of
students either had a volunteer experience or continue to be involved."
Emily Butcher, a third-year psychology student who worked with
children at a preschool for her placement, has commented on the effectiveness of CSL. "It's kind oflike the
closest thingyou can come to co-op
because it pertains to my major,"
she said.
While Butcher says she enjoyed
her work with CSL, she hoped that
more of the placements were in
closer proximity to the school. "A lot
ofthe positions were offered only
in Kitchener," she continued, "And
I don'thave a car and I don't really have any ability to get to these

places."
Conway, as she currently completes her PhD at the University of
Waterloo, is well experienced in
both political and civic work and
hopes to use that experience to con-

"*

nect well with the students: "I'm excited to learn more about the Laurier
community and to get involved on
campus so I can start to meet stu-

dents and get connected."
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As a member of WLUSP board of directors, I will work with the board,

Candidates for WLUSP management
positions have been acclaimed here's
what they hope to accomplish

Judith Ellen Brunton
Director

—

with technology, and WLUSP must
remain at the forefront ofthese
changes to stay relevant as an

Erin Epp

President and chair
As a long time Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications volunteer, I would be honoured to serve
the organization as president. In
the past three years I have been involved in WLUSP as a contributor to
Blueprint Magazine and the Cord, as
Editor-in-Chief of Blueprint Magazine and as vice-chair of the board
of directors.
I am passionate about WLUSP's
role in facilitating training and
capacity-building for students.
I'm also proud of our proven ability to innovate, which has kept us
relevant both on and off campus.
Media is quickly evolving along

<J

organization.
As president, I will dedicate myself to creating meaningful student
experiences by making WLUSP safe
and accessible for all students and
volunteers, and by working with
departments to implement even
more training opportunities for students.
I will also dedicate myself to researching new media technologies,
and work with departments to implement changes that will maintain
our relevance as a news source and
increase the quality of our publications. Finally, I will take steps to integrate WLUSP into the greater KW
community; Laurier is located in the
heart of Waterloo, and it is hugely
beneficial for students to make connections off-campus with municipal
government, non-profit organizations, local businesses and community members.
I am passionate about WLUSP
and the values it embodies, including editorial independence, volunteerism and diversity, and I look
forward to working with students
to ensure those values remain at the
core of WLUSP.

Jon Pryce
Director

Mike Lakusiak

Director

The Business School

diverse opportunities for
students and community members
to create and engage in public discourse. I see a future where members of WLUSP are not just Radio
Laurier volunteers, or Blueprint volunteers, but WLUSP volunteers.
With creativity, people, teamwork
and synergy there is really no limit
to where we can take the student
media experience ofWLUSP. It will
be my objective to instigate and encourage this progress. Thank you so
much for your time.

As a director of the WLUSP board,
I will use my board experience and
foresight to ensure that management performs its duties in a lawful and ethical manner. I guarantee
that I will be a strong voice for the
students as I am utterly dedicated
to enhancing board-student communication and representing their
needs. I find great importance in
the need to design a strategic plan
for management to have a greater

presence on campus, which will
improve its understanding of stu-

I havebeen heavily involved in
WLUSP for the past two years and
am currently an editor at The Cord
and live in its office. These publications provide the university and

the organization has a board with a
strong knowledge ofthe inner workings ofthese publications and the
dedicated team behind them. People
do insane things at this organization; I want to ensure that is allowed to continue. Foremost, I'll do
my best to make sure that student
media on this campus is allowed to
continue to improve and provide
students with something compelling to read and listen to in years to

local community with important
information, opinions, culture and
entertainment. In addition to reaching students in various forms of media, WLUSP provides opportunities
for students to develop skills that
aren't taught in class. From my firsthand experience, I want to ensure
My name isTom Paddock and I
am currently a first year student
at WLU. If elected, I will apply my

Tom Paddock
Director

HUMBER

staff and volunteers of WLUSP to
ensure that this organization maintains a sustainable student experience that is integrated both in the
campus and in the community.
Through the past two years in my
position as Radio Laurier's programming manager and through
discussions with Alanna Wallace,
Cord EIC, I have discovered that the
publications and forums we provide
at WLUSP have the unique capacity

to enable

knowledge constructed through volunteerism and work experiences
towards the student publication
organization. Throughout the organization I will make certain that
continuous success and further development will be applied. My objectives as a director are to connect
Laurier students through the means
of student publications, and ensure

dent needs and therefore improve
the quality ofWLUSP's operations.
Transparency and accountability
will always be at the fore of my actions and ideas as a director ofthe
WLUSP board.
I hope to be an approachable and
amicable director so that any student can provide the board with
meaningful feedback.

come.

that the students are well informed.
This is an association driven by volunteers and staff and I would like to
ensure that WLUSP is performing to
its utmost potential. Student publications reaches out to a number of
other student associations, which
will provide me with greater knowledge and experience ofLaurier's
presence in the Waterloo community. My honesty, reliability and willingness to learn will serve as imperative characteristics as a director.

oillsp
student
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2011 Annual General Meeting

One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.

The followingpositions have been acclaimed:

The Choice
The Global Business Management
program prepares you for a wide range
of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,
finance, advertising, international trade,
retail, wholesale or supply chain
management, in domestic or

,

international businesses of anv size
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■ Two years gives you the tune to choose

.

Two work placements allow you to
experience more than just one option

Apply now!
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The AGM will be held Feburary 2, 2011 at 7:oopm in the Turret.
If you volunteer at, read or listen to any of these media outlets
come out and support the organization by participating in the election
of the President and Board of Directors, approve amendments to the
organization's by-laws, and approve our financial audit and auditor.
Check out all the coverage at http://thecord.ca/pages/wluspagm
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Budget seeks feedback
"We can concentrate our efforts, we can make sure that what
we design is well designed." -Karen Scian, Ward 5 councillor
LINDA GIVETASH
NEWS DIRECTOR

With the city's three-year budget
and strategic planning underway,
staff and council have turned to the
residents and business owners to
have their say in the future ofthe
city. On jan. 17, results of a public
opinion poll show one of the first
steps taken to gauge Waterloo residents' level of satisfaction.
"We always hear the loudest
voices the louder kind of angry
voices but to get these results and
—

—

to show thatyou know what this is
a great city, that we're really living
in a gem of a community, we have
to take that and not just sit on it but
keep working on it," said Ward 5
councillor Karen Scian regarding the
overall positive results ofthe poll.
Of the 516 people surveyed in
the poll, 64 per cent identified fiscal

responsibility and environmental
sustainability to be important priorities in the future. For more current issues, residents identified high
taxes and traffic congestion as areas
that need improvement.
Scian was not surprised by the
comments regarding transit as she
claims to already receive a great deal
of feedback on transit issues.
"I think we need to be more proactive so when we plan subdivisions, when we plan parts of the
city, one ofthe very first things we
should look at is how do we access
that area with transit," she said.
As transit continues to be a debate among residents, it also points
to concerns ofurban sprawl and
the need for greater intensification
in the city's core. Of those that responded to the poll, 17 per cent said
that they valued the physical proximity of everything they needed to
-

their homes.
"We need to be very purposeful
with how we plan subdivisions and
how we plan districts so that we get
the services in there," Scian commented, particularly highlighting
libraries, recreation facilities and
stores as areas that need growth in
order to prevent urban sprawl.
Although only 13 per cent of respondents were non-homeowners,
Scian ensured that the needs of
renters, and particularly students,
are a significant area of council's
concern.

"One ofthe things we have to look
at is how do we build a city that students come to study in and want
to stay in," stated Scian, turning to
upcoming public consultations and
strategic planning as mediums to
find an answer to that particular
issue.
Acknowledging the steps already

Making SKIRT an Uptown staple

FIORELLA

sessions for the city will not occur until April, director of corporate
communications Gary Williams
confirmed that opportunities for
public consultations will begin on
Feb. 8, with information available
on the city's website as of Jan. 27.

taken in moving the city forward,
Scian also said, "We have to talk
about arts and culture, we have to
talk about transit, we have to talk
about that excitement of life that we
need to create in this city."
While the strategic planning
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CLAIRE SCULLION
CORD LOCAL

Much of Uptown Waterloo's allure is
thanks to the multitude of boutiques
and unique shops that the King
Street strip, running from William
Street all the way to University Avenue, has to offer. One ofthe newest
and most promising ofthese shops
is SKIRT, a women's clothing store
that can be found directly across the
street from Waterloo Town Square.
SKIRT is a quirky spot that offers
local women the opportunity to experience clothes and jewellery on a
more personal level, providing fashionable pieces that are unlike things
seen in the collections of major retailers and large chain stores found
in malls.
Manager Emily Kirsch describes
the style of clothing found in SKIRT
as being "very young and feminine,
with a lot ofprints and florals."
She told The Cord that SKIRT
thrives on being current and much
of their inventory is modern and on
the cusp of what is popular in the

fashion world at large.
Kirsch has been exceptionally
pleased with the reception SKIRT
has garnered from local fashion
junkies and said that she "sees girls
walking around with our bags all the

28 KING ST. N.
Waterloo

time and I find that no matter where
I go I see someone wearing something that came from my store."
Despite being well received there

\\

The Cord is looking for a
managing editor for the
Local and National section.

was concern over how the store

would fare with similar stores

—

such as Andie's and Gloss in such
close proximity. Luckily, Kirsch explained, "All the stores are a little bit
different and as much as there is a
bunch of us I don't think any of us
really overlap too much."
In fact, Kirsch attributes much of
SKIRT's success to the other exclusively women's shops in Waterloo.
She said, "Every store seems to have
its own style going on and more
than compete with each other we really help each other to draw people
to Uptown Waterloo as a shopping
—

For inquiries or applications
contact Linda Givetash at:
tgivetash(athecord.ca

:
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destination."
After justrecently celebrat-
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ing its year anniversary on King
Street, SKIRT appears to have found
its fashion niche in Waterloo and
seems to be holding its own.

According to their Facebook fan
page other SKIRT stores can be
found in London and Peterborough
as well as two seasonal posts in
Muskoka and Port Carling. In addition, a third seasonal store can be
expected in Grand Bend.
SKIRT is located at 44 King St.
Scruth in Waterloo and provides

BEN DEROCHIE STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Manager Emily Kirsh shows off
the unique style of SKIRT.

extended hours to accommodate
the needs ofits clientele. It is open

Monday through Saturday from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sundays from 12
p.m. to 5 p.m.

519-954-8660
www.chainsawsaloon.com

Success.
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Being successful includes
overcoming obstacles. If your
schedule is getting in the way
of completing your business
degree, don't let it stop you.
Athabasca University's Faculty
of Business has the courses
you need online, without
the obstacles.
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begins at
www.business.athabascau.ca.
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Lobby group

NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTOR

—cover

of a fall reading week was originally
brought to the university by the stu-

Positive feedback

The U of O instituted their fall
reading week and Ryerson University and the U of A have begun
discussing the option of its implementation as a result of lobby-

dents' federation.
Though regularly brought forth
by student representatives, the reasons for the creation of a fall reading
week differ depending on which in-

ing from their respective students'

stitution is proposing or creating the

associations.
"It's something that we were
mandated to do when we were
elected as student representatives
but also that students voted in favour of at one of our general meetings," said Salvador.
Dehod also explained that when
running for president of his students' union, he included lobbying for a fall reading week on his
platform.
Bercier mentioned that the idea

weeklong break.
For Dehod, whose concern regarding being more proactive about
mental health initiatives in his role
as the U ofA's Student's Union vice
president ofstudent life, a fall reading week was an important avenue

explore.
"Our student counselling services had last year the highest usage
numbers in November so in recog-

to

nizing that February winter reading
weeks are established to deal with

the mental health there, November
seemed like another time to take a
look at," Dehod explained.
For other institutions, the idea of
creating a break to relieve students'
stress and give them the opportunity to study is a primary concern.
"We're pushing for a fall reading
week because we want students to
have an opportunity to have some
time off to catch up," said Salvador.
No matter what the reason, Bercier said feedback from their institutedfall reading week has been
overwhelmingly positive.
"We're quite happy to have introduced this for students. It's a great
enhancement to the student experience and the students were very
pleased. The feedback we received
this year was very positive."

Healthcare monopolizes spending
SEAN HAYWARD
STAFF WRITER

For the 2oio-n fiscal year, the government of Ontario will spend $40.1
billion ofits program expenditures
in the health sector: a figure reflecting the needs of an aging population. This compares to a mere $21.4
billion for the education sector.
A study in November by the Certified General Accountants Association of Canada found that "certain
provinces could be spending in excess of 50 per cent of theirbudgets
on health care as early as 2020."
"Unless they get that [healthcare
spending] percentage down, then
education could take a significant
hit," said David Docherty, senior advisor: multi-campus initiatives for
Wilfrid Laurier University, noting
that if cuts to education occurred it
would happen in the longer term.
"It will depend on the political
party as well," he added. "I think the

Conservatives would be more likely
to trim education because that's not
necessarily their constituency."
A way to reduce government
spending in healthcare would be to
increase the degree of private ser-"
vices. Docherty believes that any
provincial government attempting
to implement such a reform would
have to be very careful to avoid a
public backlash. "From a policy perspective, I would say that a lot of
politicians would be afraid to tackle
that because it's a loaded [issue]," he
said. "Any move towards increased
privatization or not, it has to be clear
that how sick you are determines
your level of care."
A recent poll conducted by Ipsos
Reid for the Canadian Medical Association found that 59 per cent of

Canadians agreed that healthcare
spending would eclipse other public spending priorities, while only
32 per cent agreed that government
should raise taxes to cover the cost

of healthcare. This indicates cuts in
areas like education as the best option politically.
"If there are cuts to education,
there will be fewer people participating in post-secondary education
as students and that's detrimental
to a knowledge

economy," explained

Docherty. "And so we start to shift
into a knowledge-based economy
and that takes time, and not everybody's going to be a winner."
In addition, Docherty predicts
that a government attempting to cut
costs by reducing education funding
will not be desirable, as the result of
cuts to post-secondary education
"will be a net drain on the economy
because it takes longer for individuals to have higher paying jobs, so the
overall economy will start to suffer."

Regardless, with healthcare
spending consuming such a large
part ofprovincial government budgets, other areas of spending will inevitably see a relative decline.

announces
student priorities
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

In preparation for therelease of
the provincial budget, the Ontario
Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA) put forth its key priorities for the 2011 year last Monday
afternoon.
OUSA president Meaghan Coker
presented the students' recommendations to Ontario's Standing Committee on Finance and Economic
Affairs, with the priorities broken
down into three main areas: access
to post-secondaiy education, in-

vesting in universities and increasing student success.
"When we make our decisions for
the year we're able to identify which
priorities we think are the most important and time and time again

financial accessibility and improving the [Ontario Students' Assistance Program (OSAP)] and grant
systems," said Coker. "One of our
priorities that we like to focus on is
the fulfillment ofthe Liberal Party's
platform commitment to reallocating tax credits."
In the Liberal Party's 2007 platform, they committed to restructuring the tax credit system for parents
with children in university. Currently, the tax credit system is of much
more benefit to families of higher
incomes, something that OUSA believes is clearly backwards.
"People with higher incomes can
receive a credit of $2,000, while
someone with a lower income receive $520," said Coker. "It's a large
amount of money the government's
investing, but right now it's not being as effective as it should be... We
obviously think it should go to the

families that really need it."
According to Coker, the Ontario
government currently invests $330
million into financial assistance
programs; however, the money is
not being utilized properly. In addition to rearranging the current
setup of the tax credit system, OUSA
is also proposing ways of more effectively using the money to aid
students.
Some alternatives proposed by
OUSA include: investing in upfront grants as opposed to tax credits, performing a tuition freeze and
aligning parental contribution restrictions when it comes to OSAP.
"It's justredistributing the money
so it's more effective than it is now,"
said Coker. "There are a lot of students who get shut out of OSAP because their parents make too much
money, but a lot of them still really
need it. If we change the parental
contribution we can open the access
to OSAP for those in a middle-income situation."
In addition to improving students' financial assistance program,
OUSA is proposing a greater financial investment from the provincial government in universities as a

whole.
"Ontario is unfortunately sitting
in a situation where we are paying
more in tuition fees than any other
province and the government is also
contributing less per student than in
any other province" said Coker. "The
students are paying more and the
province is paying less."
Whether or not these students'
priorities will become a reality will
be seen in March when the Ontario government releases its annual
budget.

thecord.ca
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days of classroom experience throughout the school year, 3 different settings
Taught by educational leaders: teachers, principals, textbook authors and mentors
Cross-curricular emphasis in a supportive learning environment
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Crossing the digital rift at JFK library
As volumes of texts are uploaded online, many have come to question whether the data will be misused
DEVON COOTE
CORD WORLD

anywhere to anyone with an Inter-

grant anybody with an interest in

net connection.

JFK the ability to explore his life and
career from their home, opposed to
visiting the physical library.
Primary archivist for the JFK library, David Ferriero, insisted that
all the library documents will be
digitized for the public to seemingly

The project itself is a $10 million
enterprise with 48 million pages
of documents, 7,000 hours of audio recordings, 16,000 artefacts and
400,000 photographs.
The objective of this project is to

The digitization of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK) National Archives, announced on Jan.l 3 in
Boston, Massachusetts, will give
total access ofthe library contents

LIZZY COOK
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avoid the issue of censorship.
Andre Czegledy, acting chair
ofthe anthropology department
at Wilfrid Laurier University, explained, "While the availability
of archives in this most expansive
quantity online is indeed fantastic to
democratization of information, we
must also remember that information does not stand on its own."
This shift towards the democratization of information reveals the
possibilities of misinterpretation,
as most ofthe data will be released
without the contextual background
typically provided by a historian or
archivist.
"With respect to the JFK archives
in general and in representative to
otherrealms of information, there
are both positive aspects and potential for less positive aspects," said
Czegledy.
"Positively, is the very real issue
of access, however access is in reference to both use and misuse, as
with other sorts ofinformation. ..the
sheer volume of the information and
its diversity, can fuel the ongoing fire
ofinterest, speculation and controversy in probably one of the most
contested terrains of contemporary
or modern American history."
The increasing use ofthe Internet
has predicated reliance upon digital
technology to provide people with
knowledge in a vast range of topics.
While some maintain a critical
approach to information circulating
the Internet, others may too readily accept reports from unknown

(

sources. It is possible that the vast

of digitized information
provided by the JFK library will be
manipulated to serve causes less
noble than those outlined by the
archivists.
"The whole notion of information
literacy has changed. It used to simply be 'are you literate, can you read
a book, see the words in front ofyou
and interpret whatthe words are?'"
claimed Martin Dowding, communications professor at WLU.
"But the medium may be sending you a message you don't
understand."
The medium of communication
affects how information is received,
as much as the message content
itself.
Although JFK's digitized libraiy
does offer access to what was previously inaccessible to most, changing
the medium that communicates this
information will alter the way it is
understood.
With this in mind, the JFK archives may need to re-evaluate the
idea ofreleasing information free of
professional context.
"Marshall McLuhan said 'the medium is the message.' People receive
and consume information in a lot of
different ways.
"If I read about something on a
certain website it might just make
me feel different about how I'm receiving that information, so does
that make it less true or more true?"
Dowding concluded.
amount
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Human rights
abuse in China
As the U.S. pressures China, human rights
become priority in domestic policy
relations.

LINDSAY PURCHASE
STAFF

WRITER

Chinese President Hu Jintao arrived in Washington last week amid
the grandiose fanfare of a valued
state visit, indicating U.S. President
Barack Obama's desire to continue
strengthening relations with the

rising power. However, enforcing a
mutual respect between the nations
did not undermine the hard stance
occupied by the American Presi-

COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS

its ranks.
Considered a citizen army, the Israel Defense Forces conscripts both men and women within

One soldier's struggles
Sgt. Benjamin Anthony shares his experiences at Wilfrid Laurier
ALANNA WALLACE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In what was undoubtedly a very
emotional and sensitive presentation, Israel Defense Forces (IDF)
soldier Sgt. Benjamin Anthony visited Laurier "to have a frank discussion of what transpires on the Is-

raeli battlefield."
Through thereaction that the
presentation garnered at other
schools such as the University of
Western Ontario, it is easy to see
that Sgt. Anthony's talks are not
without contention.
Although Sgt. Anthony speaks
of his own accord and his presentations are not subsidized or supported by the IDF or the Israeli
state, his position was obvious to
audience-goers, many ofwhom
were pro-Palestine and attended

the lecture to ask tough questions of
Sgt. Anthony.
Healthy and dialogue-driven discussion like that which occurred in
theBricker classroom on Jan. 18,
has not happened at some of the
other events at which Sgt. Anthony
was the speaker and despite the differing opinions and polarized opinions present, discussion at his Laurier lecture remained poised and
respectful when it could have easily
dissolved.

"I appeal for a civil discussion,"
Sgt. Anthony told the audience,
who were all-around generally respectful of the lecturer and his stories, though they asked tough questions of the soldier after he had
concluded.

Despite lecturing about how little
time Israeli boys have before they
must become men, Sgt. Anthony
continued, "I have not come to regale you on the tales of heroism for

Israeli soldiers."
Sgt. Anthony described the immense guilt and fear that is associated with serving with the IDF. "In
the context of warfare, [the dead]
are the fortunate ones," he said.
In an attempt to put a human
face to the IDF and many other soldiers, Sgt. Anthony explained the
emotional toll ofbattle and even
pointed out how the IDF is vilified
in the news.
"I'm here to dispel some of the
myths of IDF soldiers immediately
after battle," he said. "They don't
dance, they don't carve trophies out
of their enemies... .They write wills,
all ofwhich are concluded with a
prayer for peace."
Questions from the audience
became heated as many of those
in attendance wanted answers regarding the politics behind the Israel-Palestine conflict, though Sgt.

dent on China's questionable human rights policies and undervalued
currency.
"A lot more needs to be done,"
admitted Hu in a statement about
the Chinese approach to human
rights. This recognition is a positive
step by the Chinese government,
who have typically chosen to ignore
such issues. While this is encouraging to some, others believe that the
words don't indicate any increased
probability of a change in Chinese

Anthony's lecture had been largely
derived from his emotional account
of soldiering the war.
"He did a good job in taking [everyone's opinions] in and countering with what actually happened
there from his personal experience
being in the face of everything that
we are onlyreading about," said
second-year business student Rachael Biranbaum after the lecture.
"And it is important to recognize
the media bias and all that."
Although those like Biranbaum
supported what Sgt. Anthony
had to say, others from the audience were less impressed with his
stance.

As with an overwhelming majority of events that surround the
Middle Eastern conflict, all parties

involved pointed fingers regarding
the biases of others in the room.
"That he was saying that he
doesn't want to talk politics when
he's touching on subjects of war
didn't really make sense to me,"
said one fourth-year student from
the audience.
Discussion at the Jan. 18 lecture
was a demonstration of a healthy
academic atmosphere where opposing sides could come together
create an arena of dialogue and critique without resorting to the stifling of one party or another.

Thank You!

policy.

Hu's comments were distinctly vague, raising questions about
whether any progress is likely to
be made. "The intentions are quite
clear: to do as little as they can possibly get away with," was the cynical
remark by professor of political science Barry Kay.
Admittedly, since therelease of
China's 2009-10 National Human
Rights Plan, no notable progress
has been made. The continued imprisonment ofChinese Nobel Peace
Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo remains a
symbolic reminder and realistic example of China's authoritarian tactics and resistance to social change.

Professor of history Blaine Chias-

son is doubtful that the human
rights aspect of the dialogue is likely
to gain press in Chinese media, and
rather suspects the focus will be the
formal measures taken by Obama
to recognize the importance of the
bilateral negotiations to the United
States. Obama has taken a more
delicate approach than the previous administration and has demonstrated a clear attempt to improve
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In acceding to the World Trade
Organization (WTO) in 2001, China
was very insistent on its status as a
developing country, so that it did not
have to reduce tariffs to the extent
requested.
In China's 2010 Trade Policy Review by the WTO, increasing transparency and reducing trade barriers
were still noted as areas requiring
improvement.
China's GDP growth rate was at
a comparatively high rate in 2010.
But what is often forgotten, according to Kay, is that the base from
which China is currently expanding
from is significantly smaller, and in
many areas, less developed than its
strong economic counterparts. Kay
acknowledged, "A lot of Chinese
expansion has been at the expense
ofthe Chinese common man." Although it may seem to have a high
industrial and technological capacity, many rural Chinese citizens
suffer in the direst of conditions.
If China wishes to truly see itself
comparable to the economic grandeur of the United States, it should
consider releasing its economy from
the crippling grasp of its ignorance
of the necessity of universal human
rights and a guaranteed standard of
living.

A
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Chiasson commented, "The Chinese want to be acknowledged as an
equal player, as a rising power, and
if they don't feel that they're getting
that acknowledgement... the government is so touchy that I could see
them reacting very negatively."
There are some inherent contradictions in China's insistence on
being treated as an equal trading
partner. One of the long-standing
goals of the United States has been
the appreciation of China's currently
undervalued currency, the yuan. As
noted by Chiasson, in order to make_
excuses for currency and trade policies that benefit China domestically,
"The Chinese government always
falls back on the issue that they're
a developing country; they have a
right to determine currency policy."
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Foods that mirror the body parts
they nurture
and antioxidants such as vitamin E.
It's no coincidence that walnuts
are nicknamed "brain food."

BREAGH WALLEBECK
THE XAVERIAN WEEKLY

ANTIGONISH, N.S. (CUP)
Everyone has probably heard from a
parent at some point, while feasting on chips or gorging on ice cream
of various flavours, "You are what
-

you eat."
Well, there is some truth to what
they were saying. Here are nine different foods that, by some twist of
fate, look a lot like the body part
they are good for.

Carrots
Slice a carrot in half crosswise and
notice that the orange veggie resembles an eye.
Look closer and see a pattern of
radiating lines coming from the center that mimic the pupil and iris of
the eye.
The fallacy is true. Munching on
carrots promotes and improves the
health of your eyes. Carrots are rich
in beta-carotene.
The body converts beta-carotene
to vitamin A, which is a crucial ingredient for maintaining proper
eyesight.
Vitamin A is also very important
for healthy skin, growth and it helps
the body resist infection.
Keeping your body supplied
with vitamin A also decreases your
chances ofmacular degeneration,
which is a major cause of visual impairment in older adults. Something
Bugs Bunny won't have to worry
about.

Walnuts

This tree nut may never look the
same once you associate it with a
miniature brain. Walnuts even look
like they have their own right and
left hemispheres.
Walnuts have a very high content
of omega-3 fatty acids, which help
support brain function. DHA is an
omega-3 fatty acid that supports the
normal development ofthe brain,
eyes and nerves.
Walnuts are also one ofthe best
plant sources of protein. They are
rich in fibre, B vitamins, magnesium

Celery

I

Long, lean stalks of celery resemble
the long, lean bones of the body.
Celery is rich in calcium, phosphorus and magnesium, all needed for
optimum bone health.
Celery contains vitamin C, and is
a good source of folate, thiamin, riboflavin and vitamin 86. Celery also
has the added bonus of helping in
cold and flu prevention, as well as
lowering blood pressure.

Avocadoes

The light bulb shape of an avocado
looks like a uterus and, coincidentally, it supports reproductive health
as well. The avocado is rich in B vitamins and high in folic acid. During pregnancy, this is very important
since the folic acid is essential in the
formation of the baby's neural tube.
On a side note an avocado has 60
per cent more potassium than the
average banana.

Clams
Studies have offered evidence that
clams, which bear a resemblance to
testicles, are actually good for the
male sex organs.
Research from the Netherlands
has suggested that supplementing your diet with folic acid and
zinc, both ofwhich are abundant in
clams, can have a significant effect
on improving semen quality in men.

Tomatoes

Slice open a tomato and you'll notice the red veggie has multiple
chambers that resemble the structure of a heart.
Studies have found that because
ofthe lycopene in tomatoes, there
is a reduced risk for heart disease in
men and women who eat them.
Studies have identified lycopene as the substance responsible
for the antioxidant effects of tomatoes. Recent research suggests
that consumption of tomato products prevents the oxidation of LDL

TAYLOR GAYOWSKY

cholesterol the bad cholesterol.
Oxidized LDL cholesterol is considered the primary initial step
leading to the formation of plaque
in the arteries and consequently to
heart attacks.
—

It may not look like a body part per
se, but it does resemble a bodily

mation in arteries.

digestive system.

Sweet potato

a stomach ache knows about the an-

Red wine

fluid.
Red wine, which is rich in the
antioxidants flavonoid and phenolics, including powerful resveratrol,
looks like blood.
Resveratol, found in grape skins
and seeds is found to increase HDL
cholesterol, the good kind, and prevent blood clotting.
Flavonoids, on the other hand, exhibit antioxidant properties helping
prevent blood clots and plaque for-

Ginger
Anyone who has ever reached for a
glass of ginger ale when they've had

«

ti-nauseant effects of ginger.
So it's fitting that the herb somewhatresembles the digestive organ.
Whether it's ginger tea or ginger ale,
the effects are noticeable.
Once ginger hits the stomach, it
promotes the secretion of various
digestive juices or enzymes. This
helps to neutralize stomach acid.
The phenols in the ginger help to
relax the stomach muscles and to
sedate the tissues ofthe stomach.
This reduces the over activity of
the stomach, which in turn reduces
nausea and pain.
At the same time the phenols
increase movement inside the intestines and this helps to move digested food and toxins through the

Whether you call it a sweet potato
or a yam, this vegetable looks very
similar to the pancreas.
Sweet potatoes are high in betacarotene, which is a potent antioxidant that protects all tissues ofthe
body, including the pancreas, from
damage associated with cancer or
aging.
Those who consumed five daily
portions ofhighly protective produce, particularly beans, carrots,
citrus fruits, corn, dark leafy vegetables, garlic, onions and sweet potatoes reduced their risk of pancreatic
cancer by 50 per cent.
Keep in nfind that there are other
benefits to eating these foods, and
that not all foods follow this same
healthy trend.

Consider a healthier choice
Staff Writer Natasha Tacchi explains why you may want to
reconsider that 'Focus' Vitaminwater next time you're studying
There is no uncertainty that vitamins are good for us. Unfortunately
for avid vitamin-takers, the vitamin
C and vitamin B that are in many of
the vitamin waters on the market
are found in very small amounts.
The taste of Vitaminwater comes
from the abundance of artificial
sweeteners.

Consumers' taste has grown for
Vitaminwater and sports drinks in
the past years as a replacement for
high-sugared soft drinks.
Let's face it water can be boring. Vitaminwater grew in popularity because ofthe kaleidoscopic array
of colours and celebrity endorsements such as Canada's Steve Nash
and 50 Cent.
Students may be attracted to the
pretty colours and product names
such as "acai-blueberry" that provides a notion that they enclose a
considerable amount of fruit.
—

The Vitaminwater drinks contain a mere 1 per cent of juice. The
amount of sugar added into this
drink is enormous.
One Vitaminwater beverage has
roughly 124 calories and 32 grams
of sugar that's only 6 grams less
than your average can of Coca-Cola.
New York University's researchers have actually indicated that the
sweetness of vitamin water can be
addictive.
David Soberman, the Canadian
National Chair in Strategic Marketing at the Rotman School of Management, said that people believe
that they can drink as much as they
want because their bodies need the
—

vitamins.

Earlier this month Britain's ad
regulator ordered Coca-Cola, the
brand owner of Vitaminwater, to
stop publicizing the product as "delicious and nutritious," because of

the large sugar content, according to
the CBC.
Closer to home, the Centre for
Science in the Public Interest, located in the United States, is suing
Coca-Cola over what they say is a
deceptive labelling ofthe drinks.
When you look at the drinks offered at our university, you have:
pop, Vitaminwater, water, milk,
juice and hot beverages.
The marketing ofVitaminwater makes it resemble a health beverage and gives an impression of
healthiness and nutrition that is not
accurate.
Adding vitamins and minerals
to processed food doesn't make it
healthy either.
If students are craving a fruity
taste but ifyou are worried about
the sugar content, buy a sparkling
water and add lemon or buy the sugar-free version.
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LMT shows Laurier
how to party
Laurier Musical Theatre's production of College: The Musical
entertained crowds on campus all weekend
DREW HIGGINBOTHAM
STAFF WRITER

SARAH MURPHY
ARTS EDITOR

This

weekend Laurier Music Theatre (LMT) staged
College: The Musical on
campus at the Theatre

Auditorium.
The story is situated in the common room of Residence Apartment
420 the greatest party room on
campus.
It brings together a range of ste-

reotypical college students whose
primary focus is to get drunk and
avoid the responsibilities of school.
Director Greg Evans described it
as a satirical look at the college lifestyle, stating, "It's the wayyou think

university is going to be when you're
in high school partying, hooking
up and a lot of drinking."
The musical was smart and funny
and while it captured some ofthe
truths of college life, it also incorporated many ofthe cliches associated
with college students. In addition to
exploring the social atmosphere of
-

school, the musical accentuated the
students' journey of self-discovery
and path to the future.
Evans acknowledged that it also
showcased "the tough life of students as well putting the face on,
partying, being happy all the time
and then having to deal with the
-

other stresses as well."
The music itselfconsisted mostly
of simple, upbeat pop songs which
were well-performed by the cast.
There were little to no technical
hiccups and the show ran pretty

smoothly.
Evans credited choreographer
NICK LACHANCE AND BEN DEROCHIE

Katie Owens as one of the hardest

working members of the LMT team.
Brandon Kuepfer and Laura Fujita put on solid performances as the
musical's lead actors. Kuepfer took
on the role of Nathan, a freshman
enamoured with college life, who
soon finds himself involved with
Katharine (Fujita).
The two begin an awkward relationship that faces the challenges of
remaining faithful amidst the debauchery of a college lifestyle.
Drew Chester displayed his singing and acting talent in the role
ofchilled-out party host and all
around cool guy Jay. Throughout the
play Jay finds himself dodging the
mean-spirited residence don Agnes
played by Hilary Jones who also did

«

There's a ton of talent
at Laurier in singing,

acting and dancing, and
there's no at least
academic way to do
—

—

that."
—Greg Evans
Director ofCollege: The Musical

a good job showcasing her powerful
voice.
Comedic relief was provided by
characters like the drunken gym-

Musical Theatre's effort definitely
shone throughout the weekend's
performances.

obsessed Eddie played by Shawn
Trask, while Morgan Piette's char-

Elmegreen flew in from New York
for the Saturday matinee show and
spoke with The Cord about the inspiration for the musical.
"The musical is about the levels of

acter Amy's Red Bull consumption

leading to uncontrollable bursts of
excessively fast talking.
These performances were delivered in spite of the challenges associated with most of the cast getting
sick the week of the shows.
Evans explained thatthe cast
"were kind of disappointed because

they might not have been hitting
the notes they wanted to hit and
performing the way they wanted to
perform."
Nevertheless, this was overcome
by stashing water bottles all over the
stage and the dedicated actors powering through their illnesses.
Despite being amusingly funny,
many ofthe cliches and stereotypes
of college and university were exaggerated at times and the play really only superficially spoke to today's student. Nonetheless, Laurier

Writers Drew Fornaroal and Scott

intense emotion that we felt when
we were at that stage of our lives,"
explaining thatthe musical drew inspiration from their own experiences and observations of college life.
Evans reflected on LMT's contribution to arts at Laurier, saying,
"There's a ton of talent at Laurier
in singing, acting and dancing, and
there's no at least academic way
-

to

-

do that."
He continued to say that LMT

provides an outlet atLaurier for students with a passion for musical
theatre.
In terms of personal reward,
Evans laughed, "Everything I've
learned about dancing, I've learned
from LMT. I'm still not very good,
but at least I know some things."

Elliott Brood charm Waterloo
crowd with unique stage presence
ANTHONY DAMIAO
STAFF WRITER
»

Laforet grew up in Windsor, Ontario, but started the band in 2002 after
graduating high school and moving

Take a banjo, acoustic guitars and a
small dose ofukulele and you might
expect a quiet, intimate night offolk

to Toronto.

music.

Type in 2004.
In 2005, Stephen Pitkin joined the

The sound that drew so many
fans to pack the Starlight last Friday
was an entirely different animal.
Elliott Brood, shortlisted for the
Polaris Prize in 2009, make a lot of
noise for a three-piece band. Band
members Mark Sasso, Casey Laforet
and Stephen Pitkin identify their
music as "death country."
With Sasso's voice as dry as hot
sand and acoustic instruments
growling through overdrive, their
sound has elements ofpunk, grunge, folk and pure rock 'n' roll.
The audience crushed into the
front row dancing and drinking.
The band gave tin pans out for
fans to play which were promptly
battered beyond repair by beer bottles, wooden spoons or anything
else the spectators could get their

hands on.

Founding members Sasso and

For three years they performed
as a duo, recording their first EP Tin

band.
Pitkin had co-produced Tin Type
in Mark Sasso's living room after
two days ofrecording and became
Elliott Brood's drummer following
their first LP Ambassador.
He was infamous for using a suitcase as a surrogate bass drum.
He eventually discarded the tradition after destroying one too many
suitcases during their high energy

performances.
Elliott Brood's latest record Mountain Meadows was released in 2008.
Known for their impromptu recording techniques, they recorded
in music halls across the country,
as well as lodges, a kitchen and a
garage.
Finally, in 2009 the record was
nominated for the prestigious national Polaris Music Prize.

During their show last Friday,
Sasso announced the recording of
theirthird studio album, which is
still being kept under wraps, with no
title announced as ofyet.
Their fans reacted to the new
songs with the same unbridled
energy as the familiar favourites, which the band gratefully

acknowledged.
After nearly two hours of loud
music, jumping feet and clapping
hands, the audience left exhilarated,
still sweating in the freezing street.
Empty bottles and cans were
scattered around the stage, crushed
following their gung ho use as percussive instruments.
The set was part offour shows the
band have lined up in January, the
last one taking place in Windsor on

the 29th.
They will also be joining the
Barenaked Ladies, Great Big Sea,
Jenn Grant and Guster for dates in
the U.S.

Elliott Brood then plan to take a
month offthe road, which has been
speculated as time to be spent working on their new record.
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Check out next week's issue of The Cord for coverage on the Fringe Festival

Nods play out predictably
The Cord's Graphics Editor expresses his apathy with the
recently released Academy Award nominations
Franco deserved to be nominated

WADE THOMPSON
THE REEL WORLD
It seems like just yesterday that I
was bitching about The Dark Knight's
Christopher Nolan getting snubbed
by the academy for a Best Director
nod. Why wouldn't I have considered that history would repeat itself
this year as well?
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, yes-

terday the nominees for the 83rd
annual Academy Awards were announced and, as always, there were
a number of oversights, both expected and unanticipated.
As mentioned, the most glaring
omission this year was the exclusion
of Inception director Christopher Nolan, who remains, unfathomably,
without an Oscar nomination to his
credit. I for one believe that Nolan
provided, in the very least, the second-best directed film ofthe year.
David 0. Russell and his very uneven approach to The Fighter stole
Nolan's spot amongst the Best Director nominees. That is by far the
biggest snub ofthe year.
Almost everything else played out
as expected though, with most of my
qualms coming from personal preference over anything else.
I still don't think that James

ahead of the likes ofBlue Valentine's
Ryan Gosling or Get Low's Robert
Duvall. Hell, there were a number
of potential Best Actors that simply
faded from the spotlight come nomination time who should have been
nominated ahead of Franco.
Probably none more so than Ryan
Reynolds, who was unrightfully ignored for his bravura performance
in Buried. There were two choices
this year for "men getting trapped
alone" performances, and the academy simply went with the wrong
one.

It's really great to see veteran
character actor John Hawkes finally
get recognized for his work in Winter's Bone this year, but I'm not sure
I agree with giving Jeremy Renner a
nod for the second consecutive year
over the likes of Andrew Garfield
from The Social Network.
Personally, I felt that Sam Rockwell (for Conviction) and Mark
Strong (Kick-Ass) merited some
praise, but there just didn't seem
to be any way that was going to
happen.
I'm extremely glad that we no
longer have to worry about referring
to Mila Kunis as an Academy Award
nominated actress, though. She just
wasn't particularly good in Black
Swan and I can't fathom how she got
as much appreciation as she did up
until this point.
I would have put Kunis' co-star
Barbara Hershey into the category,
but I'm also glad newcomer Hailee

Steinfeld garnered her first nod
as well. So, I can't really complain
about the Best Supporting Actress
category.

Covering the rest ofthe "not-asimportant" categories, there was a
not- so surprising lack ofScott Pilgrim vs. The World in some of the vi-

sual categories. It's definitely not a
very "Oscar-esque" type of movie,
but if nothing else, the sound and
visual effects were top-notch. It
should have received something.
I haven't yet seen either How To
Train Your Dragon or The Illusionist,
but I am still irked by the exclusion of Tangled in the Best Animated
Feature category. Very few things
bother me more than having less
than five nominees in a category, so
despite the fact that Pixar will most
likely take the award with Toy Story
3, why not bother filling the category
and acknowledging some other deserving films? Yes, it is all part of the
Academy's "rules", but that rule is
stupid. There, I said it.
Overall though, the academy did
a decent job this year. Save for that
director omission, there weren't any
real surprises. Of course I would
have preferred to see a couple of
"non-Oscar" movies make the cut,
but when does that ever happen?
It was a pretty shitty year for
movies, so at least most of the good
ones were rewarded with nominations. Now let's sit back and watch
a sure sweep by David Fincher, Aaron Sorkin and the rest of The Social
Network.

KATIE FLOOD

EasyGO's Online trip planner
makes it easy to get to class
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Art for thought
ANTHONY DAMIAO
STAFF WRITER

Kitchener

artist Robert Linsley has spent the last ten
years exploring the elusive

boundaries of abstract art,
defining abstract as "the negation of
meaning."
Linsleys most recent collection of
paintings tests the very nature of artistic validity.
They force the viewer to question
the meaning of creative expression.
His collection ofpaintings entitled
Geomorphic Fantasy is currently on
display at the Kitchener-Waterloo
Art Gallery.
The exhibit features a number of
what Linsley calls "poured Island"
paintings. His process included a
variety of methods, none of which
required the use of a paintbrush.
The majority of his work was created by pouring acrylic paints onto
large canvases in various ways to
form vaguely continental shapes,
giving credence to the name of the
collection.
After pouring the paint, Linsley then distributed it around the
canvas by lifting it up and tilting it
about until satisfied.
It is a colourful exhibit, nearly
reminiscent of Andy Warhol's flowers series in terms of the bright
colours and contrast. The exhibit
also displays a collection of modest
watercolours. In comparison, they
are much smaller than the featured
*

—-—_———

STAFF

Robert Linsley's Geomorphic Fantasy is now on display at KWAG.

paintings but employ the same

techniques.
Geometric Fantasy has received
mixed reactions from the KW Art
Gallery's patrons, many ofwhom
record their comments and opinions
in writing after attending the featured exhibits.
While families with children
seemed to enjoy the enticing colours
and shapes, the paintings have been
met with some confusion from some
ofthe gallery's patrons.
However, Linsley has no shortage
of admirers. Geomorphic Fantasy
has been displayed in art galleries as
far away as Rome and Berlin, as well
as in New York and Toronto.
Also featured at the KWAG this
month are artists Michelle Allard
and Colwyn Griffith. Allard's exhibit
Materialscape features an enormous
sculpture constructed entirely of
cardboard boxes and office paper. It
covers a vast show room and resembles a miniature of a towering city.
Colwyn Griffith's Something About
Time features photographs of abandoned fast food businesses throughout Canada. The pictures are vivid
and clear, possessing all the character ofthe rundown scenes they have
captured.
The KW Art Gallery is located on
Queen Street in Downtown Kitchener. It shares a building with Kitchener's Centre in the Square and offers free admission for those hoping
to enjoy the too-often forgotten joys
of visual art.

———
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Have the summer of your life

wmmm

Only $389

Mountains of Pennsylvania, 21/2

ber Street N. Starting May 01/11,

counselors who can teach any

free

ing, Mt. Biking, Skate Park. The-

full size fridges, hardwood floors
b ceramic tile throughout, large
private yard and large deck, free
parking for five cars, on bus route
direct 5 mins to UW & WLU. $389
per room/ per month. Call 519741-7724 or 416-575-2104. Email

atre, lech Theatre, Circus, Magic,
Crafts, Pioneering, Climbrts
Tower
- Water Sports, Music,
in 9

Dance or Science: Great Salaries
and perks. Plenty of free time.
Internships available for many
majors. On-campus interviews
on Feb. 2, 2011. Apply online at
www.islandlake.com. Call 1-800869-6083 between 9-5 eastern
time on weekdays for more information.

Dear life
DearLife isyour opportunity to write a
letter toyour life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life's littlefrustrations in
a completely publicforum. All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should
be no longer than 100 wordsand must be
addressed to your life. Submissions can be
sent to dearlife@thecord.ca no later than
Monday at noon each week.
Dear Life,
When will this school invest in a
proper workout center for the 16,000
people that go to this school
not the 3 students that enrolled in
1911? And, can the city of Waterloo find another swimming pool for
all the little kids, instead of using
the Laurier pool? The locker rooms
are crowded enough already, and
to have 30 wet little girls running
around and complaining about their
Grade 7 boy troubles and breast development concerns makes me want
—

slap somebody.
Sincerely,
to

Tired of Getting My Ass Molested in
the Athletic Complex
Dear Life,
It irritates me when I am accused of
not being a real Canadian due to my
absolute hatred of winter. People
like me who are 52", 110 lbs, asthmatic, nowhere near athletic and
have dry and obscenely sensitive
skin, poor circulation, terrible sinuses and weak bones would hate
winter regardless ofwhere they
were born.

Sincerely,
Not at All Built for Winter and
STILL a Real Canadian

Dear Life,

Today sucked. Weather sucked,
too much school, I'm getting sick.
You just sucked today. And then I
sat down in the Science Building
between classes and saw the cutest couple ever. Holding hands and
talking quietly between themselves
about their Valentine's Day plans. .
And they were gay.
Dear cute gay couple, you made
my day. Not only does love still exist, b.ut Laurier is open enough
to have you guys feel free to be
yourselves.
Sincerely,
It's Those Little Things that Remind
Me Why I Love Laurier
Dear Life,
To all the first years at WLU... yes
university is exciting and you feel
super special for being here. But no
one cares about your tomato soup or
whether or not you're taking a bath.
Ifyou want to be loud and socialize go to the fucking concourse. Stop
fucking singing and maybe focus on
passing your courses.

Sincerely,
This is Pointed at You, Obnoxious
Blonde Writing Your Biology Journal
Dear Life,
Why is everyone hating on everything else? Life will happen as it will
and no matter how much complaining you do. Instead of getting angry
and frustrated, find something to
smile about.

Sincerely,
Smiles:)

Dear Life,
I'm disappointed thatWLUSU elections have become all about "HOLY
SHIT DID YOU SEE WHAT THAT
GUY DID LOL HE'S SO CRAZY
LAAAO!!!!!!" and less about actually
showing knowledge about the Union
and relaying feasible platform goals
to students.
Even most of the kids running
in my high school Students' Council elections at least pretended to
take it seriously. If you're voting for
someone based on who has the funniest videos, who has the funniest
costumes, or who has the funniest
dances, go jump off the library.

Sincerely,
A Guy Who, For the First Time, Actually has Respect for Western and
Thinks They Do Something Better
Than Us
Dear Life,
I don't understand why waiters/
waitresses and bartenders from
Wilf's and the Turret are complaining about not receiving good enough
tips when they can't take orders,
properly, the service is crap, the
food is garbage and takes an hour to
show up, and they don't even know
how to make some of the most commonly ordered drinks...how can
you not know how to make a sex on
the beach?! Don't expect tips when

they're undeserved.
Sincerely,
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Complete 30-Hour Seminars
Convenient Weekend Schedule
Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Experienced Course Instructors
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416-573-7337.
Business Major looking for 4 female roommates focused on academics and respectful of quiet
and clean living environment. Waterloo Lakeshore Area, 569 Rolling Hills Dr., 10 minutes bus route
#9 ride to Laurier Uor Waterloo
Uor Conestoga Mall. Fully furnished house with 6 appliances,
WiFi internet, 2 new bathrooms,
fully equipped kitchen. Walk out
to large deck and private fenced
yard. Rent per room starting from
$395/ month plus 1/5 of utilities.
12 month lease only. Available
May 1, 2011. No Smoking. Call Ni-

e

Z

Personal Tutoring Available
Thousands of Satisfied Students

BWBT!BiST!H?fT!g

washer/dryer, gas heated,

infocaacdev.ca
Only $419

-

FOUR BEDROOM

HOUSING, 34 Bridgeport Road
East. Starting May 01/11. Excellent location, close to everything,
downtown at WLU, near UW.
New, immaculate, open concept kitchen, all appliances, dishwasher, dining room and living
room open onto a private balcony, central air conditioning, huge
rooftop garden patio, complete
laundry facilities, dryers free,
free parking, gas, heat, gas water heater, cheap utilities, on bus
route direct 3 rmin to UW & WLU,
perfect for students, rents fast, a
must see. Only $ 419 per room/
per month. Call 519-741-7724 or
www.acdev.ca for mor info and
pictures. Emailinfo@acdev.ca

Student rental properties available for rent close to WLU.
CLEAN, upgraded DETACHED
houses, townhouses, apartments
and true loft spaces rentals available on many nearby streets ineluding Ezra, Marshall, Hazel and
Lester. Rentals to suit all group
sizes from Ito 13. Many start

dates available. Please contact

cole at 226-868-6544 or email

Hoffaco Property Management

nicole_kwapis(ayahoo.ca.

-reot@hoffaco.com (preferred) or
through phone 519-885-7910.
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fund your project, idea, event or group
build your skills & resume with free workshops
and training opportunities
explore funded research opportunities
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Be Happy You're Getting Paid Minimum Wage by the Hour, You Don't
Even Deserve That!

r
updated daily
For all your elections information,
thecord.ca/paQes/wlu sue lection
t->

GREAT
LOCATION,
GREAT
PRICE!!! 170 King St. DIRECTLY across from campus $495
a month, utilities INCLUDED! 3
bedroom housing available. Contact agouldsoo@yahoo.ca or

FIVE BEDROOM

-

3

getinvolvedoncampusandmeetnewpeoplel
vlatwww.ispirg.caoromaiijonathan@ispirg.ca for details!
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Single Hem purchase!

CAMPUS CHIROPRACTOR
Students covered by the WLU Health Plan
only pay the 20% co-insurance fee

health services
884-0710 Ext. 3146
Go to www.studentvip.ca/wlusu for details
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Fine arts are underappreciated
at Laurier
For a school that is centred on its prestigious business
and science programs, fine art is almost always lost in
the fold here at Laurier. Outside of a rather prominent
music program, the university tends to give the cold

shoulder to the dramatic and visual arts.
With the three-night performance of Laurier Musical Theater's "College: The Musical" this past week and
with the Laurier Fringe Festival coming up this weekend, it seems like there's no better time to acknowledge
the small group of students who refuse to forget their
creative abilities.
We, however, attend an institution that is very athletics-oriented. The opportunity to participate in theatre, dance or creative writing is quite scarce due to this
fact. It would not be surprising if a vast majority ofthe
student body didn't even know what the Fringe Festival
is, let alone that it is happening this.weekend.
Here at Laurier we have become lobotomized to the
concept of original and creative thought. These few
campus clubs exist solely as an outlet for those of us
who miss the chance to take part in artistic endeavors.
If you feel the need to stop binge drinking or researching (for the few of us who are academically inclined)
to instead draw, act, sing or dance, know that there are
groups that can help you out.
Kudos are deserved to those extra-curricular groups
who still find the time to put on a performance for the
enjoyment of others and who demonstrate their ability to show that not all of Laurier is lacking creativity.
Thank you for giving us a means of practicing fine art
again.
-The Cord Editorial Board

Laurier is again in the midst ofstudent election season
and a disturbing trend is continuing to emerge: a lack of
female involvement in students' union governance.
Last year, only two women submitted their nomination forms to run for the board of directors: Chloe Arbutina and Jennifer Solda. Of the two, only the latter is
running for re-election and no other women have decided to toss their hat into the ring. With a campus that
is 61 per cent female, this is a distressing trend.
The problem isn't that women aren't getting involved
as leaders on our campus. Women take some of the top
positions in administration and at the School ofBusiness and Economics Student Society (SBESS). For example, Dragana Savic has been acclaimed as president,
while women in SBESS currently hold five of eight vice
presidential positions. Even in WLUSU, women occupy
three offive administrative positions on the executive.
This success, however, has not translated into representation at the board level. This is not a function
of a lack of electability. Women have not had an issue
getting elected to the board. They simply are not filing
their papers for nomination. This is very unfortunate,
as fresh perspective is desperately needed on a board
which is dominated by male directors.
WLUSU needs to make a better effort to encourage
women to seek office before election time in order to
secure better representation for the large majority of the

student body.
-The Cord Editorial Board

This unsigned editorial is based offinformal discussions and
then agreed upon by the majority ofThe Cord's editorial board,
which consists of 15 senior Cord staffincluding the Editor-inChiefand Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference
any facts that have been made available through interviews,
documents or other sources. The views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord's volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP President and CEO
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

Right to self-defence? Nope
the road. As the suspect fled the scene,
Knight shot his shotgun in the air and
the thief was struck by pellets in the leg.
Knight held the thief until the police arrived. He was charged with seven criminal charges, including assault, criminal
negligence causing bodily harm and
dangerous driving. The thief is set to
serve a 30-day sentence; Knight faces up
to ten years in jail.
The police have come out in favour of
such prosecutions by linking the right to
self-defence to "vigilante justice." This is
patently absurd. People aren't roaming
the streets in gangs looking for criminals to beat down. Nor do many people
outside the mental asylum aspire to be

ERIC MERKLEY
letters@thecord.ca

Since the reign of Pierre Trudeau, the
notion that people are simply wards of
the state has grown. For any problem,
we turn to government to solve it.
Even supposed conservatives like Stephen Harper preach the gospel of central planning and Keynesian economics.
The government grows larger every day,
while our liberties decline proportionally. It is a zero sum game.
This hopeless dependency on the
state is beginning to affect other aspects
of Canadian life outside ofthe economy, backed by an apathetic public that
is not willing to say enough is enough. I
am speaking ofthe gradual elimination
of each and every Canadian's right to
*

Batman.

;

Lack of female interest in
BOD unfortunate

self-defence.
Recently, the farmhouse of lan
Thompson of Port Colbourne, Ontario came under attack by three masked
men. They threw upwards of six Molotov cocktails in an attempt to burn him
alive inside his own house.
Thompson grabbed a revolver and
shot in the direction of the attackers to
scare them away. After he turned his
security camera tapes over to the police, they charged him with pointing a
firearm and two counts of careless storage of a firearm. They then proceeded to
seize his guns from his home
his private property. The Crown has asked for
jail time.
The cases, however, don't end there.
Bobby Knight, an Albertan farmer, confronted three burglars on his farm. Two
ofthem fled, but the third stole his AllTerrain Vehicle (ATV). Knight chased
him down in his truck and forced him off
—

People simply want the ability to defend themselves and their property from
harm; it isn't about suppressing crime or
extracting vengeance.
Lan Thompson correctly put it that the
choice for him would have been to be in
a body bag or dragged in front of a court.
No Canadian should have to make that
choice.
Canadians have delegated their defence to the police, but this does not
mean we have absolved ourselves of the
right to defend ourselves. This is all the
more important because the government isn't particularly good at anything
it does, including the police protecting
the citizenry from harm, though the cops
are effective at rounding up unarmed
protesters en masse.
This is largely a function of poor pol-

icy choices by federal and provincial
governments. The police are entrusted
with more than just our security. They
are also tasked with enforcing a logically
baseless nanny state, whether it's arresting kids for smoking pot, enforcing
an unenforceable ban on cell phone use
while driving or implementing soon-tobe-established mandatory breathalyzer
testing.
And with all these extra duties, Canada ranks 19 out of 23 develpped nations in number of police on the street

23 per cent fewer than Great Britain,
according to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
The simple fact is the police are
stretched to the limit and, especially for
those isolated in the countryside, are
too few and far between to provide assistance. It is simply wrong to expect
people like lan Thompson to sit by and
watch his house burn knowing the police were nowhere nearby. He had to
take action.
There is a two-fold solution to this
problem. First, fund the police properly by bringing Canada in line with the
OECD average amongst developed nations. The money for this can be found,
plus some, by scrapping Harper's costly
and illogical "tough-on-crime" policies, including his doubling ofthe corrections budget. It will also require us to
roll back the excesses of the nanny state,
including ending the War on Drugs.
This would ensure the police are properly funded and have more time to do
what they are supposed to do: serve and
protect.
Secondly, it is also necessary to entrench the ability of citizens to defend
themselves. A good first step is the recently proposed citizen's arrest legislation proposed by the Conservatives that
appears to have multi-partisan support. What is also needed is legislation
to send a message to Crown prosecutors and police that citizens have the inalienable right to defend themselves: the
"Castle Doctrine."
Found in many American states, this
would allow people to use potentially
deadly force to defend their residence
and those inside it from violent attack,
or intrusion that might lead to violent
attack.
It is a sad state of affairs in this country when those inside the justice system
need to be reminded of one of its founding principles: that ofself defence. The
march towards big government is fobbing us of more than our prosperity and
liberty, but our security as well.
—
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Letters to the Editor
Proposed by-laws are
completely ridiculous
RE; Number ofrenters limited, Jan 12 ■

New rental licensing bylaws proposed by the City of Waterloo expect small homeowner-landlords
to provide better accommodation
than Jerry Seinfeld and Dr. Sheldon Cooper enjoy in theirhigh-rise
apartments. Minimum proposed
standards include a separate 35 sq
ft Dining Room, a 145 sq ft Living
Room and a 45 sq ft Kitchen.
In today's "recovering economy"
many homeowners sacrifice com-

fort for necessity by renting out a
few rooms to students and newly
graduated or entry-level workers.
The City ofWaterloo would subject
these small entrepreneurs to unnecessary renovations, criminal record checks, a detailed application
process, yearly licensing fees and
the authority of additional city inspectors entering their personal
homes. Homeowner-landlords
have a vested interest in renting to
good tenants so licensing is redundant and financially punitive.
The City ofWaterloo provides no
proof that current bylaws have been
vigorously supported, that evening
and weekend enforcement is tasked
to bylaw officers, that frequent noncompliance has led to acceleration
ofrepercussions against the recidivists and that current bylaws cannot
be upgraded where needed.
The City of Waterloo's Map 4 of
bylaw complaints proves that bylaw infractions are concentrated
primarily in a ten-block radius surrounding the UW, Conestoga College and WLU. The law-abiding
residents of the area, many of them
students, deserve support now, not
more red tape later. Can the City
of Waterloo provide their reasoning regarding why licensing the entire city will encouragethe existing
non-compliant few to comply with
the new regulations?
—Elizabeth Lynn

Ciochon is wrong; gender
inequality rampant
RE: Feminist movement ofthe present

trapped in irrelevance, Jan lg
In the counterpoint section of this
past week's topic "Feminism in the
21st Century", Barbara Ciochon argued that the feminist movement is
now "trapped in irrelevance." However, her view of feminism is narrow and, at times, deeply flawed.
Due to the format requirements of
this letter, I am forced to limit my
response and leave certain points
unmentioned.

Ciochon's claim that feminists
condemn women who want to stay
at home is an unfortunately common misconception. The main idea
behind feminism is that women
should be able to exercise their
right to choose their own path in
life. Feminism has many different
branches (not just "radical"), however the idea ofchoice is central to
all, whether it is about career, behaviour, or what to do with your
body.
Another point brought up in this
article was the issue of the gendered
pay gap. Although the statistic is
correct, Ciochon seems to believe
that a woman earning 93 cents to
every dollar a man is earning is not
an issue (based on a statistic looking at individuals working full-time,
with no special allowances). Until
men and women are matched dollar
to dollar, it impossible to claim that

feminism is irrelevant.

Feminism is not about being antimen or mass bra-burnings (which,
check your facts, never happened)
and there should be no question is

still relevant today. Between the objectifying images of women in pop
culture, the economic discrepancy
and the injustices that occur every

day through violations ofreproductive rights and gendered violence, it
is evident that feminism is still an
important in the 21st century.

—Amelia Calbry-Muzyka
Reading this week's Cord, I was incredibly impressed with the "Feminist dialogue as important as ever
in modern times" part of the Point/
Counter-point article. The contributing author, Joseph McNinch-Pazzano, is likely the most knowledgeable and intelligent writer on your

staff.
His articles are always well written and well researched, his opinions are always clear and fair and
his arguments are always valid and
sound. Joseph's articles are the only
reason I don't completely disregard
the Cord as utter bullshit. He should
be commended for such quality

exists. While she fails to critically
analyze the gender inequalities that
contribute to this pay gap, it remains
evident thatthere is continued inequality in the workplace. Unless
Ciochon believes that women truly
deserve 93 cents for doing the same
job a man gets paid a dollar for, we
fail to understand how she sees no
inequality. We would also like to
challenge Ciochon's archaic notions
of feminism and femininity.

You know what
yanks my Cord...

Feminists do not have a problem

with women who choose to stay
home and raise a family. We believe
that all women should be entitled to
dignity, safety and respect, for sex
workers and stay at home mothers—for everyone regardless oftheir
gender identity. As feminists, we
fight for access to safe and respectful
healthcare, for affordable childcare,
for equal pay for equal work, for
safe working environments (for all
women), and for safety on this and

residents who walk anywhere; when
people don't shovel, salt or even
sand their sidewalks.
It's becoming a huge problem in

all university campuses.
—The WLU Centrefor Women and Trans
People

Waterloo. I walk to and from campus every morning, with it taking at
least 15 minutes each way when the
sidewalks are clear.
But lately, with the snowfall and
freezing rain, I have had to add at
least five minutes to my morning
commute. This five minutes consists
of slipping, sliding and usually a few
falls since most ofHazel is downhill.
I understand the issues of not
having your landlord offer to shovel
for you and I understand a busy student schedule sometimes doesn't

*

work.
—Gillian Autton
I am confounded and discouraged
by Ms. Ciochon's interpretation of

the current role of feminism.
The feminist movement is not

trapped by irrelevance, butforging
ahead into a foggier world where the
entrenchment ofpatriarchy is all the
more insidious for its lack ofbeing
recognized; this is due partially to
those who believe that there "was a
time" and that this time has somehow ceased to be now.
Feminism never was and still is
not a mere preoccupation with parading/burning our discarded undergarments (although they were
stolen from women on this very
campus and displayed in public during the "panty raids" one reason
for the development of the Women's
Centre, now the Centre for Women
and Trans People*).
This movement is about recognizing the many conceptions of
feminism; it is every individual's
responsibility to determine how to

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. Include yourfall name and telephone number. Letters must bereceived by 12:00
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to
editfor length and clarity or to reject any

letter.

brush.

The time for feminism is now, because women do not get equal pay
for equal work -as Ms. Ciochon revealed herself, but didn't challenge.
The time for feminism is now and
the place is here (not only in some
vague 'other' place where women
are "actually oppressed").
If someone approached me and
said, "you're oppressed, let me liberate you," I would be insulted that
she should assume to know what
my experience of oppression is and
liberty should be, particularly if she
assumed herself "free."
—Alexandra Eastland
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This response is to help Barbara
Ciochon understand what feminists
are fighting for and why. We found
it strange that Ciochon looked to the
Womyn Centre at the University of
Windsor instead of looking closer

Clothing designer

to home at what the WLU Centre
for Women and Trans People*, (formerly the WLU Women's Centre) is

Sign designer

doing.
We are surprised that there is any
question why we continue to fight
for gender equality. While we question the integrity of the stats used
by Ciochon to determine the pay
gap between men and women, by
Ciochon's own findings, a gap still

need to start taking responsibility.
Sidewalks are used by everyone and
we all know what it feels like to fall
flat on your ass walking to campus.
It sucks.
Get over yourselves and pick up
a shovel.
—MarcieFoster

Health educator

-

best take responsibility for creating a world where gender equity is
possible. This is contrary to her notion that feminists paint all women
with the same brush; she seems to
be painting feminists with her own

allow for you to get up at 6 a.m. to
shovel and salt your sidewalk.
But the reality is that I don't care.
Residents and homeowners take
the time out oftheir busy schedules
to shovel their sidewalks and at least
know that you shouldn't just throw
salt on top of the snow to make it
melt (and then freeze again when it
goes below zero at night).
Landlords need to step up to meet
their responsibilities and students

...When people don't show common courtesy for the students and
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Harper is an unprincipled coward
KEITH MARSHALL
letters@thecord.ca

Every now and then, a country experiences a leader with enough
luck, balls, brains and vision to truly

make a profound contribution to
their country through government.
You may have heard their names
before: Reagan, Thatcher, Trudeau
and St-Laurent are some of a list of
many.
Of course it's easy to be nostalgic

of the past, especially when most
of these leaders were in power before we were all born. But looking at
these examples ofprincipled leadership, it's pretty clear that for the last
five years Canada has been led by a
chickenshit.
Racking up a massive deficit and
endlessly complaining about a coalition from his opponents to the
point where he's making it sound
like the Bolsheviks are planning to
storm parliament, you have to wonder how he thinks his leadership has
gone. After five years of failed crime

bills killed by his own proroguing of
parliament, there was the a GB/G2O
summit that spent about $850 million jailing cripples and trampling
on 800 years ofprecedent towards
individual rights.
I can't help but hope that he realizes that his legacy is marred in
a failure ofprinciples. For someone who obviously treats politics as
nothing more than a game, he must.
About the only sign of principled
leadership we've seen out of Harper
in the last five years has been on foreign issues, namely his unwavering
support for Israel. While his conservative base may care, most Canadians have more important concerns
in their lives than to care about a
country halfway around the world
that could fit two and a half times
into Nova Scotia. And yes, size does
matter.
It's not as if the rest

ofthe world
hasn't seen its fair share of principled conservatives. Even David
Cameron, the present leader ofthe
United Kingdom, has managed to
largely maintain principle despite
having a government supported by
the social democrats.
He now has a serious five-year
plan intended on cutting colossal government deficits and despite
enormous public pressure to the

contrary he has stayed the course.

Despite rioting in the streets by
students who are rightly pissed
about the massive increases in cost
ofeducation, Cameron at least demonstrates that he has a plan to deal
with the colossal deficits in the UK
left by the bailout of multiple banks
by his predecessor. You may not
agree with him, but he is a leade.
who has the balls, brains and vision
to succeed. Time will tell if he has
the luck.
In Canada we find ourselves with
a leader only as conservative as the
blue tie he may or may not be wearing; nothing more than a partisan
hack.
He has used his status to force his
party to support budget after budget ofrecord deficits. We aren't projected to come out of deficit for five
years according to the Finance Department and that projection (like
most of Flaherty's) was deemed to
be nothing more than a pipe dream
by Kevin Page of the Parliamentary
Budget Office.
r
This five-year plan saves over
that time a whopping $6.8 billion
by freezing department spending.
Again, Page is critical of the government with a recent report stating
that only one government department out of a sample of ten had

something resembling a plan to curb
expenditures.
Harper's budget plan demonstrates about as much wisdom as a
Justin Bieber soundtrack.
It's also about as conservative as
other five-year plans used throughout history.
Yet we as citizens are left to believe that superman himself is on
the case, tranquilly working away
long hours in his office to save us
all from the pit he created on our
behalf.
This spend first, save later mentality is drowning the country in
more debt, well beyond the point
that even Stephen Harper's illustrious future singing career will be able
to save us.

So is Canada better off after five
years? I'd say so. We're spending
more money on the census and get-

ting statistically useless results.
Our government has managed
to make Trudeau's deficits seem
Thatcher-esque, our civil rights are
being eroded and while criminals
are getting away with eleven year
sentences for stealing tens of millions of dollars from investors, your
grandmother has been locked away
for longer for growing a natural
plant in her basement. Bienvenue au

PM Harper's five
year legacy

$210
Million added to the national debt

by 2015

$6,400
More federal

2015

40%

Increase in the size of the federal
government since 2006

$108,255
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"Today we will grieve the loss of one of our officers, a hero of the Toronto Police Service who went out this
morning to do his job and in doing his job, gave his life." —Bill Blair; chief of the Toronto Police Service

Point Counter-point: Sgt. Russell memorial
John Kennedy and Martin Pineda debate the possible motives behind Chief Blair and the Toronto Police
Service honouring the loss of sergeant Ryan Russell who was recently killed on duty by a snow plow

JOHN KENNEDY
letters@thecord.ca

I'm sure by now most of you have
seen or heard about the spectacle
that has become of Sgt. Ryan Russell. If not, let's get you up to speed.
A young Toronto police officer attempted to stop a stolen snow plow
and was tragically killed in the line
of duty. Normally, the public and
the police service would band together in the wake of such a tragedy.
But that relationship has become
extremely tumultuous oflate, so this
hasn't been the case.
Many people have been extremely

vocal during this episode about the
hypocrisy of the Toronto Police Service (TPS) and the ritualistic inclinations ofthe police service culture.
These people have every right to be
upset, considering the extent that
the TPS would go to in honouring a
fallen officer, while at the same time
completely neglecting the rights of
the citizenry only a few months ago
with the whole GB/G2O debacle.
The TPS has really milked this incident for all its worth. Attention to

on all fronts, but that's the TPS and
the tight-knit "blue thread" for you.
It's good that other cops are so willing to pay tribute to a fellow officer,
but you can do that from home while
protecting the local streets from the
occurrence of similar incidents.
That's not to say that Sgt. Russell shouldn't be honoured or that
he doesn't deserve such a massive
funeral tribute; on the contrary. The
man gave up his life to stop some
lunatic and his family deserve our
deepest sympathies. What Sgt. Russell's family doesn't deserve are
people like Chief Bill Blair and the
rest ofthe TPS using his sacrifice as
a political shield to deflect any criticism towards the police.
Sure, people honour Sgt. Russell, but that doesn't mean they are
honouring the TPS. That, however,
is what Chief Blair and the TPS are
likely banking on so that all their
mistakes and negative public opinion will politely go away. The TPS
deserves every criticism that comes
its way; if they can't handle it, maybe they should shape up. Unfortunately that's a dream not likely to be
realized.

"What Sgt. Russell's
family doesn't deserve
are people like Chief Bill
MARTIN PINEDA

Blair and the rest of the

letters@thecord.ca

TPS using his sacrifice
as a political shield to

deflect any criticism that
people have towards the
police.
—John Kennedy

The tragic death of Sgt. Ryan Russell
of the Toronto Police Service (TPS)
has raised a great deal of emotion
across the country. The case of an
emergency services worker being
murdered on the job is something
for which everyone in the community can show great sympathy.
However, claims by some individuals that Sgt. Russell's death is being
exaggerated to dilute negative public
opinion of the Toronto Police Service rooted in the handling of security during the G2O summit are absolutely preposterous. They border
on denigrating the life and service
this man gave to his community.
Rather than simply coming to
the conclusion that the strong support shown for the life of Ryan Russell means that the Toronto Police

apprehend the criminal, he still lost
his life attempting to apprehend
someone who was clearly capable of
causing serious damage to the safety
of the community.
To suggest that the reason behind
the strong reaction that has taken
place over the past few weeks is a
result of an attempt for the TPS to
gain more credibility neglects the

police culture has been so extraneously covered in the media throughout this ordeal that it has truly taken
away from Sgt. Russell's tragedy.
I saw just as many news articles
commenting on how many officers
showed up to Sgt. Russell's funeral
service and howfar they travelled
to be there. Who cares? Why is the
news interviewing cops who didn't
even know Sgt. Russell or his family? All that proves is what a "boys
club"the police service is.
It's not like the Toronto Police Association recruits officers openly to
go to fellow officer funerals, oh wait
they actually do that (this week's
circuit includes Detroit and Miami).
Just the other day, the TPS released

reality ofhuman nature and how
populations cope with loss when
someone loses their life in a selfless act.

There is no doubtthat citizens
ought to be concerned with the issue
of the treatment of protestors by law
enforcement personnel during the
G2O summit in Toronto. At the same
time, the life and service of Sgt.
Ryan Russell deserves the recognition that has been received and is in
no way unmeasured. It is incumbent
upon the Canadian public to treat
both incidents separately if we are
to give true justice to both the violation ofcivil liberties in June and the
memory of an officer who paid the
ultimate price in the service of protecting citizens from danger and en-

that they were selling commemorative pins with Sgt. Russell's badge
number. All proceeds are going to a
trust fund for the officer's children.
This was a great idea, except that
the pins weren't available to the
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Service must be exploiting the loss
of one of their own for positive public relations points, it is necessary to
reconsider why the story of a police
officer being murdered in performance of his occupational responsibilities resonates so passionately.
No one deserves to die at their
place of work, let alone become the
victim of murder. While it is certain
that the occupation oflaw enforcement is such that the potential for
serious injury or death is ever present, the case of a police officer being murdered in an attempt to stop a
disturbed criminal as we as a society
would expect is truly deserving of
significant recognition.
Forget for a second that Russell
was a police officer on duty. The act
of any individual standing up to lifethreatening danger for the well-being of others is truly an act ofvalour.
This is exactly why such a large response of compassion towards individuals like Doward Stoddard, a
victim ofthe Tuscon shootings, who
was killed saving his wife by shielding her.
While it is certain that a difference lies between the two examples
in that it was Russell's job to try to
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Hawks prepare
for Universiade
formidable opponent. As a newcomer to the tournament, they'll replace the past Chinese hosts.
And whatkind of tournament
would it be, if it didn't feature a
Canada-USA showdown for hockey

—cover

"It's such a culturally great experience but in terms of hockey, it's phenomenal to play with the best girls
that there are at this level."
"Never been to Turkey, it really
wasn't on my 'to do' list," smiled
Styles. "But I'm really hoping to get
to know the culture."
The coaching'staff wants the
players to get to know each other
quickly in the two-week sporting
frenzy, says Martin.
"I think we're going to be rooming with one person we've never met
before," said the defenceman.
But the fact that the players, relative unknowns to each other before
the games start, don'tknow each
other too well on the ice, is a good
challenge, said Martin.
"I think everyone's a good enough
player... It's going to be fun to meet a
whole bunch of new hockey players
and to play with differentgirls and a
different coaching staff!'
The men's squad will be looking to redeem themselves after a
4-2 loss to the Russians in the gold
medal game in 2009.
The players cite Team USA as a

supremacy?
"I expect that they're going to field
a very strong team and I think they'll

be confident with what they have,
but saying that, we're confident as
well," said Ironside.
Back in Waterloo, this means
that Laurier's women's team will be
without their star trio for five games,
while the men's team will be missing their captain.
"This will be a good stretch for
(backup goaltender Kristen) Kilgallen to show us her stuff," said
women's coach Rick Osborne, who
will insert Brantford-campus player
Heather Law and seventh defenceman Amber Broker into the lineup
to fill the voids.
"Broker would probably be a topdefenceman
on any other team
-4
in the league, so it's really tough to
have her as a healthy scratch but that
gives us the type of depth we need,"
said the coach.
"We won't miss a beat."
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Read more on

Sports Editor Justin Fauteux was one of the last people to
interview Vernon Wells before he was traded, read what he has
to say about the trade on thecord.ca/sports

thecord.ca

Women's hockey earns playoff bye
Hawks move to 20-1-1 after wins over U
of T and York, clinch spot in OUA semifinals with five games left in season
STAFF WRITER
Not much of anything got behind
YorkLions' goaltender Sydney McMurter on Saturday afternoon in a
2-0 Laurier victory, save for Hawks'
rookie Laura Brooker's two powerplay tallies and the keeper's own

stick.
"The knob at the end just went in
through the outside of the net and I
tried to pull it out and it was stuck,"
said the Lions' net guardian. "So I
just dropped it and kept going."
McMurter's obstinate timber
seemed to have a mind of its own,
and wound up in the hands of a
Lions' defenceman earlier in the
period, who swapped sticks with
McMurter while the Hawks applied pressure in a frantic scramble
around the net.
The keeper wasn't burned by
her wayward companion in any of
the slapstick comedic moments
that had sticks flying and the Lions
scrambling to keep the puck out of
their twine before a furious Hawks'
onslaught, but Brooker held the key
that solved McMurter.
First, the freshman slid a backhander between the keeper's pads
on the Hawks' first powerplay, then
drilled a one-timer home in the slot
off a pass by the flu-ridden Katherine Shirriff who spent more time in
bed this week than on the ice.
"She played just enough to get an
assist on the powerplay," noted head

coach Rick Osborne.
Put 17 goals up on the board for
the Hawks' young sniper, Brooker.

That's more than any Laurier player
had in a full season last year.
"I don't think we've ever had a
rookie get that spot [on the top line]
as early as her and just keep it,"
marvelled Osborne."She gets shorthanded goals; she gets powerplay
goals; she gets game winners."
But on a league's number one
squad, there's always work to do.
"It's nice to have a regular season
like that but we don't judge any of
our rookies until we've seen a long
playoffrun," said the coach.
Laurier goalie Liz Knox made 14
saves and picked up her fourth shutout ofthe season, while McMurter
made 27 which included some miraculous saves to keep the score respectable for the Lions.
The Hawks went 2-5 on the man-

advantage and killed all four penalties, a trend Osborne wants to see
continue.
"The penalty-kill wasn't as good
as it needed to be in the first half
ofthe season and it's getting there
now," said Osborne. "Special teams
are going to be really critical in the
playoffs."
The next day, Laurier dismantled
the University of Toronto, 6-1 and
claimed a bye through the quarterfinals of the playoffs.
On Sunday, Knox, Candice Styles,
Alicia Martin and former captain
Andrea Ironside were flown to Turkey to take part in the 2011 Winter
Universiade, a mini-Olympics for
elite University-level athletes.
The Hawks will play their next
four games without the trio and
team advisor, Ironside.

MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Laurier's Laura Brooker (77) breaks away from a U of T defender during the Hawks' win on Sunday.

New All-Star format
shows promise
due to the Olympics, the NHL has
had some time to re-think their approach to the All-Star game. This
year instead of making the teams
themselves, they have chosen a ros-
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The NHL has finally decided to
change up the format ofthe annual
All-Star game and go back to the
basics. In previous years the game
would be boring to watch because
teams were picked based on which
conference they were in and players
were chosen from some committee
members of the NHL. It seemed to
turn into a game of egos with high
scores and an "every man for himself" type of attitude.
Previously, avid hockey fans
would much prefer to watch a playoffhockey game instead of the AllStar game. According to nhl.com,
the television station Versus had 0.8
rnillion American viewers watching the All-Star game in 2009 while
NBC had a grand total of 3.4 million
viewers watching the playoff series
between the Philadelphia Flyers and
Chicago Black Hawks in 2010. The
All-Star games are comprised of the
NHL's best players, yet the statistics
do not show it.
Perhaps because of the time off

co-captains.
The players have chosen Eric Staal and Nicklas Lidstrom as the two
captains with Martin St. Louis, Patrick Kane, Ryan Kessler and Mike
Green as the alternates.
This method makes things much
more interesting to not only the
players and the fans, but also the

media.
Fantasy hockey pools are having
a field day with this because they
are predicting who is going to be on
what team.
If one were to visit nhl.com they
would be bombarded with online
polls asking who they think is going
to picked first,
etc.

last, in what order,

All this media hype has helped
spread awareness about the new
format ofthe All-Star game, and get
the fans excited about the upcoming
to

event.

This much needed change to the
All-Star game is a positive improvement to the NHL. We will just have
to let this year's television ratings
speak for themselves.
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Four players hit double digits as men's
basketball team downs Western 75-67

Golden Hawks superstar Kale Harrison did not have the game that
Laurier fans are getting so used to.
He did not drop 30 points and he did
not lift the team to victory almost all
by himself.
Despite this, the Hawks were
still able to beat the Western Mustangs 75-67 on Saturday afternoon
in front of a large crowd ofLaurier
supporters at the Athletic Complex.
The fact that it wasn't a lone Harrison scoring for the Hawks is what
led head coach Peter Campbell to be
so excited.
"We like to see Kale [Harrison]
score 30 every game, but we also
like to see other guys score a bunch
ofpoints too," said Campbell, who
is becoming increasingly optimistic
about this year's team.
"One ofthe things that's made
us a better team than a year ago is
the number of guys contributing.
Lastyear it was Jesse [Macdonald]
and Kale, but this season there are a
bunch of guys that consistently have
good games."
Saturday's victory over the Western Mustangs was the epitome
of a team win, with several players hitting double digits in scoring
and most ofthe team seeing solid
minutes.

Perhaps the most exciting fact
about this team is the solid core of

young players that are contributing
and playing big minutes during critical stages in games.
In a game that was as close as
four points with 30 seconds to go,
first-year standouts Patrick Donnelly and Jamar Forde were both on

the floor, along with the much-improved sophomore Max Allin.
In reference to the young players' ability to take on a bigger role,
Campbell is not surprised and does
not expect it to stop.
"We need that if we are going to
beat good teams like Western. We
need the young guys contributing."
The Hawks are now io-4t)n the
season and looking to be in a good
position for the playoffs.
Western, on the other hand, continues to struggle after falling to 6-8
and will have to fight for a playoff
position this season.
The lone highlight for the Mustangs was veteran Andrew Wedemire, who put up 29 points and
was the key behind a late comeback
attempt.
Despite the 29 from Wedemire,
the Golden Hawks proved to be the
better team on Saturday.
Laurier's leading scorers were Allin and Harrison with 17 each, while
Donnelly led the Hawks in rebounds
with 14.
The purple and gold next play
Wednesday in London against the
very same Mustangs and then return
home next Saturday against Brock.
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Laurier's Jamar Forde attempts a lay-up during the Hawks' win on
Saturday afternoon. Laurier now sits 10th in the national ranks.

Women's basketball eyeing revenge

—

Hawks set for tonight's re-match with Western after losing 70-62 on Saturday
Ontario University Athletics (OUA)

SPORTS EDITOR
On Saturday afternoon the steady
train that has come to categorize
this season ofLaurier women's
basketball was slightly de-railed.
The first-place Western Mustangs
stormed into the WLU Athletic
Complex and handed the Hawks just
their fourth loss ofthe season.
"They came out strong and fast,"
said fifth-year Hawk Renata Adamczyk. "They got a lot oflooks off of
transition early and we had to dig
ourselves out of a hole right from the
•

start ofthe

division.
Afterthe 70-62 loss in which the
Hawks found themselves trailing
right from the opening 30 seconds
to the final buzzer, Laurier head
coach Paul Falco sees that his team
still has work to do if they want to be
considered among the league's elite.
"I think it's a good measuring
stick," he said ofthe loss to the Mustangs. "Western's a tough team,
they're deep and they shoot the ball
really well. So that gives us some
things to go back and work on and
I think offensively we've got to take
care ofthe ball better, we had too
many unforced turnovers that really
hurt us."
Falco won't have to wait long
to see if that work has paid off as
the now 10-4 Hawks will travel to
west

game."

Saturday's match-up marked the
first meeting of the season between
the Mustangs and Hawks, who,
coming into the game were ranked
first and second respectively in the

When Steven Pies and Matt Vonk
transferred to Laurier last summer,
it looked as though their football careers were saved.
After the University of Waterloo
(UW) suspended its football program in the wake of a steroid scandal, Pies and Vonk were among
seven former Warriors who found
solace at Laurier. But that solace has proved to be short-lived as
those former Warriors have recendy
learned that they are no longer able
to play for the Golden Hawks.
Worse yet, they've also been ruled
ineligible to return to UW.
"I have tremendous compassion
for them," said Laurier manager of
football operations and head coach
Gary Jeffries of his now former players. "[Canadian Interuniversity
Sport (CIS)] is showing no compassion for what these kids have gone
through and to now leave them in
limbo is totally unfair."
According to the CIS, Vonk and
Pies were ineligible to return to Laurier next year due to a failure to meet
academic requirements.
The seven former Warriors came
to Laurier as visiting students,
which
that they were taking
the required three courses to play
football at Laurier in the fall, while
applying those credits to their UW
degrees. However, the players had
to take three more courses in the
winter term in order to be eligible
in 2011, something the Warriors
turned-Hawks were unaware of.
"When we got the information it
was the end of July, it was crunchtime," said Pies. "We had to decide
right then where we were going to
play in August and it was tough to
make an informed decision because
we were scrambling to decide where
to play before camp started."
However, in CIS director of operations and development Tom Huisman's eyes, the rules were plain.
"It's very clear in our regulations,
visiting students are subject to all
rules," he said. "[Vonk's andPles's]
Laurier transcripts would need to
recognize and demonstrate the successful completing of 18 credit hours
at that particular school."
According to Pies, taking three
more courses at Laurier would have
been next to impossible ifhe wanted
to stay on track for his degree.
"For my program I already don't
have any electives left to choose
from," said the fourth-year. "So to
get my degree I have to take all the
rest of my classes at Waterloo, or
I could stay at Laurier but I would
have to be taking courses that don't
really apply to my degree."
Unable to play at Laurier, Vonk's
and Ples's next course of action was
to return to UW- However, they were
then informed that the CIS would be
enacting the standard rule that requires players to sit out a year when
transferring schools the rule the
CIS waived last summer that let the
former Warriors come to Laurier.
"[The CIS] used the rulebook and
I think it was unjust in this situation," said Jeffries. "If they can't take
classes here, they should be able to
go back without a penalty."
Ofthe other Warriors who made
their way down the street, only defensive back Cory Allen and receiver
Dustin Zender are guaranteed to
have the chance to play football next
year. Allen fully transferred to Laurier, while Zender will be taking a
master's degree at UW.
Defensive back Patrick McGarry
and defensive end Andrew Heely
both graduated, while safety Mitch
Nicholson has decided to try and go
back to Waterloo, despite being eligible to return to Laurier.
According to Laurier's athletics
director Peter Baxter, UW is set to
make an appeal to a CIS eligibility
committee but no timetable is set.
-
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Football
players
'in limbo'

Balanced effort
leads Hawks
over Mustangs
CHRIS MANDER
STAFF WRITER

»

London for a rematch with the 12-2
Mustangs. After Saturday's loss and
wins by both the Windsor Lancers
and the Lakehead Thunderwolves,
the purple and gold suddenly find
themselves tied with the Thunderwolves for third in the division
with the 9-5 Brock Badgers not far
behind.
That makes tonight's game versus Western not only a crucial statement game, but also a key factor
for the Hawks' positioning in the
standings.
"Our league is pretty tight, but
that just means that any team can
win on any given night," said Adamczyk. "Western's a great team,
but we know we can compete with
them."

Likely getting yet another start
tonight for the Hawks will be rookie

point guard Felicia Mazzerolle.
Mazzerolle was thrust into the starting role earlier this season due to
a back injury to three-year veteran

Amber Hillis.
Although there have been some
growing pains
as evidenced by a
few costly turnovers on Saturday
according to Falco, the first-year has
shown marked improvement in running the Hawks' attack.
"Felicia's done a great job," he
said. "If you look at where she was
in September compared to now,
she's made some huge strides. She
gets better every week and she's going to be a force in this league over
the next few years."
After tonight's battle with the
Mustangs, the Hawks will return
home on the afternoon of Jan. 29 for
a match-up with the Brock Badgers.
—

—

